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FOREWORD

This report was prepared for the Air Force Flight Dynamic@
Laboratory of the Research and Technology Division, Air Force
Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio by
Astrosystems International, Inc., Fairfield, New Jersey under
Contract No. AF 33(615)-1614; Project 8224, "Propulsion and
Auxiliary Systems Instrumentation for Flight Control Purposes*;
Task 822405, "Prcpulsion Parameter Measurement Technologv".
The work was administered by the Flight Dynaics Laboratory;
Mr. D. A. Shumway was Project Engineer. The manuscrint was
released by the author 10 October 1964 !or publication as an
R & D Technical Report.

These studies were made by the Research Division of Astro-
systems International. Inc. under the direction of Robert F.
Strauss, Director. The major contributors to this study and
their fields of competency were:

John Gordon - Thermochemistry
Marvin Hauptman - Spectroscopv
Charles Sage - Systems Analysis
Allen Schwqlb - Cas Dvnamics

This report summarizes all work conducted during the
period 10 April to 10 August 1964. The contractor's report
number is TR 64001F.



ABSTRACT

An analytital investigation was conducted to study the emission
spectra of the exhaust stream of selected rocket engine liquid propel-
lant combinations to determine the feasibility of detecting exhaust specie
spectra as a measure of various propulsion system characteristics.

The propellants selected for analysis were oxygen/hydrogen,
oxygen/zli'-1 and. n.trge_ ,- d.-z -/untv mpt'"cal dimethvlhvdrP71inb
as being most representative. A rocket engine for test was designed
having a chamber pressure of 50-100 psia and a flow rate of 0. i gm/sec.
Calculations of signal strength with mixture ratio were made and the
species OH, NH, CO and NO found to be of most interest.

It was determined that mixture ratio variations and flow rate
variations could be separately detected. A system for detecting incip-
ient burnout by monitoring metallic oxide emissions and instability by
intensity frequency pattern variations was presented. A flight weight
system was shown to be feasible.

Recommenc.-.tions were made to conduct an experimental pro-
gram using N204/UDMH propellants to study the variation of the OH,
CH. CHO, CN, C2. H20 and C02 species with mixture ratio a* constant
flow and with total flow at constant mixture ratio. Burnout and instability
tests were also recommended as well as a prototype detector design
based upon the recommended experimental studies.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

Colonel, US
Chief. Flight Control Divir'

it'
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of an analytical investigation of the
emission spectra of the exhaust stream of selected rocket engine liquid pro-
pellant combinations to determine the feasibility of detecting these spectra
as a measure of various propulsion system performance characteristics. The
goals of this analysis were as follows:

A. Problem Definititn, including: need, background information and
potential.

B. Propellants Analysis, including: selection of combinations to be
studied and theoretical emission wavelengths of selected systems.

C. Signal Analysis, including: theoretical emission intensity of
selected wavelengths and sensitivity of detecting instrumentation.

D. Rocket Engine Analysis, including: design of engine to provide
signal strength compatible with volumetric capacity of vacuum
facility to be used for testing and calculation of instrumentation
response to antici-ated emission intensity.

E. Mixture Ratio Analysis, including: calculation of the relationship
between mixture ratio and plume emission and applicability of
seeding.

F. Exit Plane Gas Temperatuve Analysis, including: calculation of the
relationship between ozzle exit plane gas temperature and plume
emission and the relationship between mixture ratio and temperature.

G. Malfunction Analysis, including: the feasibility of detecting
metals and oxides quantitatively, applicability of "signal"
coatings and the feasibility of detecting combustion instability.

H. Flight Systems Analysis, including: possible configuration and
parameters best monitored as determined from prelimi,,ary analysis.

The need for new methods of measuring chemical rocket engine operating
parameters, as opposed to the force reaction measurements made during ground
test, is apparent for in-flight monitoring and control of space vehicle
propulsion systems. Past studies utilizing probes and similar devices
inserted into the exhaust gas stream have distorted the gas flow causing
uncharacteristic stream property measurements. But if accurate rocket engine
performance measurements are to be made which do not rely on the assumption
of constant throat area or thrust coefficient, or upon heavy liquid flow
meters or ground designed devices, performance observations must be based upon
exhaust stream properties.

One of the most promising methods of obtaining stream properties without
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the use of a sae stream disturbing device ts by apectroscopic analysis of
the rocket exhaust stry* co€ tittents. Past experience by Astrosysteas In
the conduct of high altitude rocket plume studies in the ultraviolet, vieible
and infrared wavelengths, has revealed that a definite relationship exists
betweent propellants mixture ratio and exhaust constituents emission-band
intensity, combustion temperature and exhaust constituents emission-band
intensity, and incipient chamber vail oxidation and trace metal oxide contat-
inants in the exhaust gas composition.

Based upon the analysis presented herein, and the above-mentioned data,
it seems highly probable that essential conditions of rocket engine perform-
an& t-an be determined spectrally thereby permitting an accurate computation
to be ames u! overall engine efficiency. This would appear to be especially
valuable for example, in pulsed engine operation in rendezvouo or inter-
orbital transfer where conventional instrumentation suffers from lack of
rapid response. In addition, analysis by the subject mans can serve very
effectively in the prevention of major malfur-tions through the imuediate
detection of combustion component failure. If automatic shutdown is initiated
by spectral signals, then it should be possible to repair the rocket engine
and make it useful again before it causes major destruction which may abort
the mission.

It was the purpose of this program to illustrate the feasibility of
obtaining propillnt mixture ratio and combustion temperature by spectro-
scopic techniques, as well as providing a means for the detection of
combustion chamber oxidation and/or combustion instabilities.

2
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SECTION 2

PROPELLANTS ANALYSIS

It is the purpose of this program to illustrate the feauihility of ob-
taining rocket engine propellatt mixture ratio and combustion temperature by
spectroscopic analysis of the combustion stream properties, and t-z provide a
means for the detection of combustion chamber oxidation and/or c.mbustion
instability.

In order to initiate this analysis propellant coreiinations were selected
based on their probable applicability to the sublect rechnique. These reo-
pellants were then theoretically analyzed to determine their thermodynamic
characteristics and the molecular makeup of their combustion gases. In sown
cases the required thermodynamic data was not available in the open literature,
primarily because a thorough mixture ratio analysis suitable to the purposes
of this program had not been previously conducted. The thermodynamiL informa-
tion was then used as a basis for selecting the emission that could be
expected from these gases in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared wavelength
regions.

A. SELECTION

A number of space propulsion systems were reviewed to determine the
propellants generally being considered for application and their probably
operating combustion pressure. Reference (1), a general survey of propulsion
requirements for future space missions, indicated a preference for liquid oxygen
(L0 2)/liquid hy-4:ogen (LH2 ) at chamber pressures of 20 to 200 psia and
nitrogen tetroxide (N204)/507 unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH)-50%
hydrazine (50-50) at the same chamber pressures. A later study2 considered
the same two propellant combinations as those most likely to be used in space
vehicles, but narrowed the probable operating chamber pressures to 50 psia
for L02 /LH2 and 80 to 110 psiA for N2 04/50-50.

Rtgarding systems currently under development, the "Surveyor" vernier
propulsion engine operates on 90% N2 04-10% nitrous oxlde/monomethylhydraxine
at 170 psia chamber pressure 3 ; the Maneuvering Satellite propulsion systems
currently under development at Bell Aerosvstems for Edwards AFB operates on
N204/50-50 at a mixture ratio of 2.1:1 and a chamher pressure of 65 psia.
Testing at reduced chamber nressures (to 45 nsia) however show little
degradation in nerformance'. The Gemini Lunar Excursion Mcdule reaction con-
trol system under development for NASA Manned Spaceflight Center operates on
the same propellants at a mixture ratio of 2:1 and a chamber pressure some-
what less than 100 psia, Practical considerations to date have prevented the
attainment of higher chamber pressure at near optimu mixture ratio.

Based upon the above, it was decided to select L02 /LH2. N20/UDt! (as
chemically and spectroscopically renresentative of all the various hydrauine
blends) and 1Oz/RP-1 which is representative of most booster rocket systems.
?rom a practical viewpoint it appears that chamber pressure values for =ot

3
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space propulsion systems rill be less than 100 psia. Hence, thermochemical
analyses of the selected propellants were mads at reduced chamber pressures.

B. MZTHOD 0f ANALYSIS

In order to conduct thermodynamic analyses of the selected propellant
combinations a determination must first be made as to the probable condition
of the exhaust gases in the rocket nozzle; i.e., does the chemical reaction
condition most nearly approach equilibrium, or does the reaction cease and
the composition remain frozen? This question has never been answered anal-
ytically for flows of more than one chemical system, because as explained
in Reference 5:

"There is a very serious shortage of the chemical kinetic data
which is essential for the solution of non-equilibrium nozzle
flow problems. Accurate date is completely lacking for the
majority of reactions which are likely to occur, and resort must
be made to order-of-magnitude guesses and extrapolations over
large temperature ranges".

Actual testing of space application engines shows, however, that the
typically large area ratios and low chamber pressures of these engines results
in performance much closer to theoretical frozen than theoretical equilibrium6 .
Internal NASA documents 7 support thin view. It was, therefore, decided to
conduct frozen analyses as being most representative of actual current con-
ditions.

The requisite thermochemical calculations were then obtained ewvloving
existing computer programs. Species aiid temperature calculations for LW2/LH2
as detailed in Table I (following) were caken from the reference cited there-
on (NASA Memo 5-21-59E). These calculations were conducted on an IBM 7090
computer, and the program employed for these thermochemical calculations is
described in Puff, Gordon & Morrell NACA Report 1037 (1951). The L0 2/RP-l
data (Table 2) was calculated for Astrosvstem in October 1961 under company
sponsorship by the IBM Service Bureau using an IBM 709M. The program employed
is described in G. S. Bahn, "Kinetics Enuilibriumi and Performance of High
Temperature Systems", 2nd Conf., 1962, Gordon & Breach Pub., 1963, pp. 261-
270.

The thermochemical calculations for Nj20•/•UD•I applicable to this program
were not available in the literature and were, therefore, calculated during
the course of the work reported herein. These calculations were conducted
at Thiokol Chemical Corporation using a CDC Bendi.x C-20 computer. No report
reference exists for this particular program but the approach and equations
solved are essentially the same as referenced above (Hluff et al). The only
input data required for a calculation were the assigned chamber and exhaust
pressures, the elemental composition of each propellant ingredient, its heat
of formation and mass used; a selection of either frozen or equilibrium
expa,.sion; and rcugh gnesses for the chamber and exhaust temperatures. A
samle calculation as printed oy this computer is shown in AnoendIx A. It is
possible to iteratively convyrge toward a desired nozzle expansion area ratio
with this program, but this procedure is laborious. It is usually more
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worthwhile to obtain answers at three to five apsigned exhaust pressures for
a given chamber condition and present the results in graphical form.

C. T•UNWYKAXIC PRMOT!S

Table 1 prsents the results of thermodynamie calculations for the
LO2 /LH 2 system as conducted by the NASA Levis Research Center at 60 psit
chamber pressure and frozen flow conditions using the program described in
the preceding section. Similar d-Pa is presented for L&./RP-1 and N7,04 /UDWI
in Tables 2 and 3 as computed by this corporation In the manner previously
explained. Figures 1-3 describe the variation in concentration of combustion
species as a function of mixture ratio for the three propellant combinations.
These plots are based upon the data presented in Tables 1-3.

It can be noted in Figure 1 that for L02 /LH 2 Noth OH and 02 increase
significantly in the normal operating range of 4 to 6:1 while H20 shows a 252
increase in concentration. Since temperature is also rising sharply in this
region, it can be exrected that emission intensity at the shorter wavelengths
will show a significant increase with increasing mixture ratio (several orders
of magnitude).

The major constituents of L0 2/RP-1 are plotted vs O/F in Figure 2. Of
these species 02 and OH again show conaiderable increase as a function of
mixture ratio Indicating that sharp emission changes can be expectee in the
UV region. Tl"- H20 content shows a slowly rising concentration and CO a
4lowly declining concentration. Also of interest is the CO2 content which
ircreases about 50% with increasing mixture ratio anJ CNIO which decays with
mixture ratio.

The N•)04/UDMH system displays the same imjor constituent variations as
LW2/LH2 and LO2 /RP-lbut with some additions (see Fiture 3). Both Oil and 02
show very marked increases with mixture ratic (in the O0 case over four orders
of magnitude); in addition NO, a good UV emitter, is also present in "arying
quantity. In this case CO- increases over an order of magnitude with in-
creasing mixtture ratio, but H20 peakq at a maxitmum tenmerature.

In mrder ýo provide nertinent information "or the analysis of Plume
intensitv arnd simulated altitude test condition", it eras necessArv to knowv
the rocket engine exit te.nperature as a function of nozzle expansion ratio.
Figures 4-6 were, therefore, orev-ired based unon the nrevioui.lv conducted
thermodynamic asilyses to provide that informr'ion for eCAc 1 Dropellant
combination as a functior of various votxture ratios. This Analvsis is.
ag•in, based on frozen flow corsideration*.

D. EMISSION WAVENL.TH.S

Table 4 sumarizes the emission characteristics of all species of
interest from each of the three propellant combinations considered. IT
should be noted, however, that comlete snectroscovic data for ..olecular
frag•ents which often exiso in rocket exhaust gases are far from co•wilte.
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TABLE 4

nagSlS KON ToN ~ ARISE 1FRO14 COMBUSTION
(PnSIS.'s T SD HFDs ONY)

_ Wavelength

C2  6191.2, 6122. 1, 6059.7, 6mO4.9, 5958.7, 5635.5,

5165.2, 4737.1, 4382.5, 2325

CH 4890, 4312.5, 3889.0, 3156.6, 3144

CH, 7.6, 3.4, 3.3 t

c2H2 16.3, 13.8, 5.0, 3.0
c2H4 12-1p 10.61 7.4p 6.9,, 6.1o 3.3

cH 4092.0-2585.5, 3802.7-2704.50

CH'O 5107-3410 A; 8.5, 7.8, 6.6, 5.7, 3.6, 3.4 4

C2 H4 0 14.6, 12.4, 11.6, 8.7, 7.9, 6.9, 6.7
0

CO 2800- < 2000 A

002 5430-3911 A; 15, 7.6, 7.2, 4.3

C3 O2  16.1, 11.8, 6.4, 4.5

Ha (many line continuum)

H20 9669, 8916, 8097, 716A.5, 6922, 6516.8,
6490.4, 6468, 61F5.7 A; 15.o, 6.26, 3.17,
2.74, 2.66, 1.88, 1.38, 1.14 LL

H202 11.5, 7.3, 3.5, 2.93, 0.97 L
0

N2  10,O00-5000 A
0

NH 3609.6, 3360, 3240.1, 3035.2 A

NO 527o-2o18, 3458-1956 1

CN 46o6.2, 4216.o, 3883. 4
0

02 *400- 2200 A

03 14.1, 9.6, 5.75 Li

OH 3063.6, 2811.3 A; 3.1-2.7

REFPJC : Rosen, B. "Donnees Spectroseopiques Concrnant
lee Molecules Diatomiques"; Paris 1951.

Pearse, R.W.B. and Gaydon, A.O. OTh. Identifi-
cation of Molecular Spectra"; London 1950.
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The emission wavelengths shown are those which can be el~ected to occur during
a combustion process. Table 5 summarizes the adsorption spectra that might
be obtained from combustion flames of the type studied herein.

In reviewinR the exhaust Ras constituents for each propellant combina-
tion as a function of the emission spectra which can be expected, the follow-
ing observations can be made tor LW2 /LH 2 . The only exhaust gas constituents
of spectroscopic interest are H20, OH and 02. Both ionized H and 0 present
a true continuum while H2 displays the characteristic "many-line" continuum.
It can be noted from the compilation presented in Table 4 that OH and 02 both
emit in the UV region while 1120 presents consieerable orange emission as well
as the known, strong IR emission. Table 5 presents known UV and visible
absorption regions for species of interest in this program. Although self-
absorption may not be a problem in a rocket plume under space conditions,
known absorption regions are probably best avoided at this time. Hence, it
would appear hat the bands of most interest in L02/LP. 2 studies are the OH
3064 and 2811A regions, the 02 4400-2200X regiorn and the H20 6166X region.
It will be necessary to confirm this through experimental spectroscopic
scans, however, over the full range of interest for this propellant system
0.22-6.3u.

In the case of LO2 /P.P-l it is interesting to note that the large number
of minor constituents, or exhaust gas molecular fragments, which arise during
this combuition process add an unknown factor to the analysis of this propel-
lant combination. Past spectral analyses of 02 'RP-l conducted at Tullahoma
under moderate test altitude conditions show strong emission attributed to
C2 in the exhaust 8 . Most of this radiation occurs in the visible, providing
the characteristic yellow-orange color of the RP fiame. Other radicals
which can be expected to emit strongly because of their excited nature are
CH and CHO. Both are strong UV emitters and, if not overly sensitive to
mixture ratio change, may vrove to be good performance indicators.

For N204/UDMi the rise and decline characteristics of 1120 make its use
less likely for O/F monitoring because of the difficulty in determ'ning
which side of peak is indicated by the signal. CO. however, may be a good
indicator in the UtV. Of the minor constituents it can be expected that CH,
CHO, NH and CN will emit strongly. C2 emission is not anticipated in this
system since the UDMOH molecule contains C-N, N-H and C-H bonds, but no C-C
bonds. The most promising emitters for performance determination in N20./UDO1
can, therefore, be expected to be OH, 02, CH, CN. NO and NH, all Rood UV
emitters.

17
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TABLE 5

ABBORTION SPZCTRA 0? COMBUSTION SPuICSn
(PUMXLY PERSISTENT BAND HEMD)

Wavelength

CAI 7901-7874, 2377-2245.8 Ao
0

CR20 3456-2667 A
C2 H4 O 3399.3-3172.2

C80 2  3350-2946 A

H20 9420, 9060, 8227, 7227, 6994, 6524, 6324,
5952, 5924, 5722, 178o-161o, 14OO-13oo

0
H202 3700-2150 A

NO 23415-1910 X

02 7593.7, 6867.2, 6276.6, 2221-1768 i
03 6020, 5730, 3432-3090 o

REFERECES: Rosen, B., wDonneea Spectroscopiquem Concernant
lea Molecules Diatomique.", Paris 1951.

Pearse, R.W.B. and Gaydon, A.G., "The Identi-
fication of Molecular Spectra", London 1950.
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SECTION 3

SICNAL ANALYSIS

This section describes the mthods used and results obtained in deter-
mining the emission intensities anticipated at the wavelengths of principtal
interest and the calculated instrumentation response to those intensities
(signals).

A. EMISSION INTENSITIES

Emission intensities in the UV, visible and II were calculated on a
digital computer employing a program prepared during this project, In
order to describe the manner in which these calculations were made. a reviev
of applicable physical principles is presented followed by a description of
the program and terminating vith a presentation of the results obtained.

1. Definitions - Consider a cavity penetrated in all directions by
radiation. In this cavity select an arbitrarily oriented small ares
do and erect on it at the point P a normal n. Then draw a line L at an
angle 0 to the normal, vhich then is taken as an axis for an elemnt of
solid angle dw.

The cone L& is similar to the cone dw. Its cross-sectional area at
the point P. perpendicular to L will be de cos 0. The quantity of
energy dEv passing in time dt through the area do inside the cone dr in
the frequency interval betveen v and v + dv is called the specific
intensity of radiation or just the intensity, and is defined by the
folloving liml t:

IV - lit dEv in erg-cm- 2-sr'l-sec"I (3.1)

dui,dr,dw,dv-o dodwdtdv cous

so that:

dEv a IVdo co*O dtdwdv in erg (3.2)

The intensity due to the whole spectrum is obtained simply by:

I - fo Ivdv (3.3)

ind is called the Integrated intenuity.

The total aomunt of radiant energ-," traversing the surface elemat do
from one side to another, expressed in terms of unit area and unit tinm, cam
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be writtte as:

T+ e2¶ f2 1/2 sinucowd~D.) in errc-r 2 ,.sec" (-.4)

and is called the radiation flw,.

The radiation flux going in the opposite direction is:

F a ;2-wj lsinzcosededO in erx-ca 2-sec" (3.5)
- 0 w/2

The jje_.IM of radiation, F, across do per unit area per amit tim ist

IF i - F- and (3.6)

F 0 131cos2 d'd6 erg-cw-u2 sec- 1  (341)

or

F f Icosedw (3.8)

over the complete sphere.

The mount of radiant energy floving from one element of surface to
another element of surface viii now be derivri.

Let da and do' be the two elements of surfac surroundiung the points
P and P', respectively. Let r be the distane between P and P'. further.
let W'?' make angles 0 and 0' to the dirnctior of the normals to do and

do' at P -nd P', respectively. Finally, let I be the specific intnnsity

at P i-i the 4frection PP'. In fre- space the energy which traverses the
element do in time dt and which also traverses do' is, according to our

delin.tion of intensity,

dE a I ý-osOdodwdt (3.9)

where c6 is the solid &nXle which the elemeat da' nahes at P. This is
seen to be:

do'cok'
"r2 clem at ot solid an-)e (3.10)

From th* two equationa (3.9, and (3.11) we have

dE I c-•c•dodo' dt (3.11)
r 2

which implies that the specific Intensity is constant siong the oath of

an ray in free space.

Let us now consider the energy density. The enerty density u of the

20
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integrated zadiation at a given point is the mount of radiant energy for
unit volume which is in course of transit, per unit tim, in the nigh-
borhood of a point under consideration. The ermrgv density is gSven by:

u --- f Idw erg-c- 3  (3.12)
c

also

W _ f IVd& erg-c-n 3-(frequeaey interval)" 1  (3.13)

and

u -. uvdt (3.1I4)u ov~

If the radiation is isotropic,

4w 4wu -- u ---- I (3.15)
C c

Equation (3.11) establishes the geometric relation between the de-
tector and the lighc source. One can take 0 and do as pertaining to the
source and 0' and do' as pertaining to the detectr. The area of the
source vieved by the detector is determined by the cone defined by the
acceptance angle of the detector's sensitive area. In the case where a
large section of the source is viewed, tnen the elment of area is
integrated over that section.

2. Optical Depth of Radiation Source - The intensity of the radiation
observed from the surface of light source may not always depend only on
the area viewed, but also on the xeometrical depth of the eritting
layer. This means, essentially, that the intensity I included in
equ:tion (3.11) can be a function of s, the depth of the emitting layer
alotiq the line of sight.

There are two extrere cases in categurizingt light sources; the case
of an optically thin source and the case of an optically thick source.
Optical thickness is defined as:

* j Kvds (3. 16)TV , )o Kd

and for a homogeneous laver

IT " ." s 3. *7)

where s is the depth of the emitting laver. In order to qualify the
sources, the parameter to be used will be :he ratio of the gometrical

Ihickness of the emitting laver to the mean free path of the ;ihotan for
the particular freouency of interest.

S- - -KV • since Kv .L ,
&ph "&ph
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In the case of a hosoineous emitting layer vhere €• I, that to
in the optically thin case, the tntefsity : is iPh
given by:

In% = AmU ndIS erg-cw2 -sec--sr"1  (3.19)

where Ana is the Einstein transition probability In see- 1 -sr-1. and IU
Indicates the radiated specific intensity for a transition aft, a being
the upper state of the atom or molecule. En is the energy difference
between the states, Nn is the number density of particles in the upper
state in cm"3 and a is the depth of the emitting layer in cm. In the
optically thin source, therefore, the radiation emltted is isotropic
and depends on the source geometrical thickness.

For ar intermediate situation where l 8 < 1, equation (3.19) be:o-ues

TOs-A.EarnNn * 8 (e-v) er1-cm2 -5ec 1  (3.20)

The factor (e-lv) allows for the fact that rhere -s'stf tppreciab'-e
mhqorption of radiation along the line of sight. The radiation detected
in this case depends on !both s an.. e-KV - s.

Wlen the opticil depth of the source i I or larger, than the
source radiation may be described in 1ph
terms of a blackbody for the frequency interval where the optical depth
is large, and at the temperature of the source. Under such circumstances
the radiation intensity becomes Iv - Bv (T), where By(T) is the Planck
radiation law and therefore independent of the geometrical depth of the
light source along the path of observation. The intensity Bv(T) depends
on the surface area of the source viewed by the detector.

3. out Program - The radiation equations programmed on the digital
computer were derived assumPrR an uptically thin huoogeneous source.
The radiatior. intensicy for this homogeneous source is proportional to
the th.ckue•a of the radiating tayer as indicated in the previous section.
For a homogeneous source where absorption becomes important, the
radiation intensity is dependent upon the abnorption factor e-T vhere T
is the optical thirkness of the r:diating layer and has a role analogous
to that which the Knudsen number plays in rarefied gas dynamics. For a
thick radiator approaching blackbody emissior, the radiation Is independ-
ent of the thickness.

In this calcu!ation the collision rates among the plume constituents
were assumed to be high enough so that local therwodynamic equilibrium
existed. The Maxwcllian velocity distribution, the Boltzman distribution
of excited utates and the Saha equation were assumed to apply.

The intensity of vibrational bands which are associated with elect-
ronic transitions and which appear fs radiation in the visible and ultra-
violet were calculated for optically thin sources as follows:
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Iv',(s) . 16 V,. Pv'v" N (3.21)

The intensity of pure iolecular vibrational bands which radiate in the
infrared were calculated for thin sources as follows:

lvtv,,(V) -[ ='N, V (3.22)

Both equations are for a hoiogeneous enmtting laver.

In the above enuations Pv'v" is the "band strength", in erre"3,

gm is the statistical weight of the usner state, s is the deth of t;*
emitting layer along the line of sitht in cm, and Nvo is the Do?,ulation
of the upner vibrational state in cm- 3 which is calculated by:

Nv, -N (.L) e /kT e -XvI/T (3.23)

Where N is the total number densitv for the species under conoideratioc,
7 the electronic partitiorn function, Ov, the vibrational nartition
function, XY the energri of the in state reasured from ground state. Xv'
the energv of the v' vibrational state measured from the v-o state,
and:

-Xv' AkT -Xv' NkT
0, = e 1 + e 2 + (3.24)V

Where k is the Roltzman constant and T the temperature in *X.

([M.v }2 in eouation (3.22) is the pure vibrational band strenqth
and can be calculated as follows:

1K = 21 1 1 }2 N0" (3.25)
v v 3ch 3

Where Ky is the absorption coefficient in cimr defined for S.T.P.
conditions, h is Pianck's constant (6.6 x in-0 erg-sec) and c is the
speed of light.

Enuation (3.21) was rewritten in the following form before betng
Srograumed:

- 5.33(w/c) 3 (Ev A"/h) 4 PvIv"Nv'a/gm (3.26)

With the existing r,-20 nropellant nerformance nalyqsis nrogram
no provision exists for nrinting out values for the throat pressure
and temperature. Hence, for expediency, data was calculated at Yc/Pe -

2.n which apnroximates the sonic throat condition to w!th.n one nercent
(Ae/At - 1.01). Recause of the uncertainty in experimental combustion
temperatttre which is alwavs lower than theoretical (due to heat transfer
and incomnlete combustion) this degree of annroximation was deeried
acceptable. Covies of the UV and "R radinnce programs (written in ,AT!
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translal•'r laguass) are shown in Appendix 3. The input data eautir•d
include "lhe nash con temperature (taken as Te, calculated previously),
the pressure, species mole fraction (assuming frozen composition)
vlecular constaats and Zraniition probabilities.

4. !abulatton of Constants - Before initiating the computer mnalvsis
it vas first necessary to tabulate the radiation constants for the
species of interest, An extensirve survey w'as conducted (see Oeneral
References list) to obtain the reouisite ccnstrnts, but the computer
analysis was itimted by che unavailabilitv of constants for some of the
,ere "exotic" spneies which generally occur only under the conditions
of h!_h te=wersture and press.,re that exist in a rocket cowbustion
chamber. Yolloving are the main hands from which intensities were
computed for selected frequerciet,:

(a) C2
2325A (Mulliken's System) ?robably d1E b a'& (0,0)
Also intense bands in the Swai System A3 -* X 3

SR eelative Intensitv Vibrattonal Transition

5635,3 5 (081)
5585.5 3 (1,2)
5540.? 6 (2,3)
5165.2 10 (0,0)
5129.3 6 (1,1)
4737.1 9 (1,0)
4715.2 8 (2,1)
4697.6 7 (3,7)
4684.8 4 (4,3)

(b) CH
4200A System

4312.5 10 (0,0) A2j *.,

3889.0 4 (C,0) B2 Z *. X12

(c) CHO

3588.6X
3502.7 8
3377.4 l0 (1,9)
3299.2 10 (0,8)

301q.8 8
2948.2 7
2858.0

24
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B.H. laive Intensit, Vibrational Tranalticg

System B

3359.OX 5 (1,9)

(d) CO2

I.R. Bands at 2.7u, 4.3ua, 15o

(e) Co

Fourth Positive System Alw * X;Z
2286.1 7 (6,15)
2311.5 8 (7,16)
2337.9 7 (8,17)
2381.6 6 (6l16)
2407.6 7 (7,17)
2433.9 9 (8,,18)
2463.2 10 (9,19)
2509.9 8 (7,18)
2567.8 5 (9,20)
2492.9 8 (10,20)

(f) H20

I.R. Bands 1.381A, 1.88u, 2.66u, 2.74U, 3.171u, 6.26o

(g) NH

A 3,g .6 3X3

336oX 
(0,0)

3370 (1,1)

(h) NO

B System

B2w * X2W
2198.81 

(0,0)
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A2W * X2 w

2262.4A (0,0)

(i)C

B2Z + X2 Violet System

3883.4 10 (0,0)

3871.4 9 (1,1)

3861.9 8 (2,2)

3854.7 6 (3,3)

(j) OH

A2Z• X2W

3063.6 10 (0,0)

2811.3 6 (1,0)

5. Igsults Oblaind - The types of radiation expected to be emitted
by a rocket plum are molecular: electronic-vibrational and pure
vibrational-rotational bands in the ultraviolet-visible and infrared;
and blackbody radiation. Some of the exhaust product specie concen-
trations were not calculated by the computer as their moler fractions
were below the limit of the machine's capability (<10"6). These had
to be hand calculated assuming chemical equilibrium exists in the
rocket combustion chmber and subsequently the gas flow through the
rocket nozzle is frozen, thus maintaining constant composition.
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Table 6 gives the results of intensity calculations for the erlanry
vibrational bands associated with electronic transitions in the UVT-vis-
ble. Calculations were made for L02/RP-l (Table 6, Part A) and N2OU4I4
(Part B) propellants. It is of interest jo note that the null radiant
intensity calculation result for the 3064A OH band at the Mach cone is
due to high self absorption. It is possible to observe this band at the
Mach cone but only blackbody type radiation. A spectral (3064) black-
body intensity calculation for the temperature indicated, yielded a
value of 5.16 x 10-6 watts/cm2/ster. C"hemiluninescence and non-equili-
brium effects will affect the radiation intensities computed. Also, in-
homogeneous burning will result in pockets of combustion species and,
in turn, will change their number density. This will also noticeably
auffect the radiation intensity.

Table 7 presents a detailed listing of the UV-visible radiation
which can be expected from the secondary transitions of the prime
radiating species in the L0 2 /RP-l exhaust flame. This data indicates
thalt several CH, Oil and CO lines will be detectable and many C2 lines
will also be detectable.

Employing the computer program previously described, calculations
were carried out to determine the primary radiation intensity of the
plume at the Mach cone in the IR portion of the optical spectrum. It
was &ssumed that the plume thickness was 2 cm, and that the band width
Av was 0.2 cm-r. These results are vresented in Table 8. The
vibrational-rotational bands calculated are, for the rest part, readily
detectable.

Blackbody radiation intensities can be calculated by the following
exp•oassion:

IV - B - I7 gradsB. (3.27)

where I. v radiation per unit area per steradian for the surface in
question,

Bv - radiation from a blackbody surface at temperature T for a
particular wavelength,

Kv,- absorption coefficient in cm-1.

The blackbody intensity per steradian can be calculated from the

Planck distribution:

BV - Cl 2//(e C 'vfT- (3 28)

where C1 - 1.1909 x 1012 vatts/cu2 /ster
C2 - 1.4389 cm-*K
v - wave number - 1/A - v/c

The gradient of Bv along s (DBv/as) can be calculated provided the
quantity T/s is known, since:

ýB/s- ¼B8v/3T) (3T/as) (3.29)
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TABLE 7

WV-VISIBLE 8BCOUDiRY RADIATION INTSITY AT THE NAC• (OEW

Propellants: OiP-
o/F Ratio: 3.4:1
Chaziber Pressure: 100 psia

Exhaust Xvv" Vibrational I a

Product A Transition watts/cm /ster

C2  5160.4+ (0,0) 5.864 x 10-1

5123.9 (1,1) 2.996 x lo-11

5090.4 (2,2) 1.368 x 1o-"=

4731.8 (1,0) 2.675 x 10-11

47o8.3 (2,1) 4.123 x 10-"1

4687.2 (3,2) 4.o46 x lo-1=

4668.4 (44,3) 5.102 x 10-11

4375.2 (2,0) 4.320 x 1o-12

4361.4 (3,1) 9.355 x 1o"12

4349.5 (4,2) 1.550 x 10-11

CH 3889.0 (0,0) 1.44 x 10-10

3886.6 (0o,o) -0-

3143.2 (0,0) -0-

OH 2806.8 (1,0) 1.432 x o-2

2602.2 (2,0) 1.181 x 1o-2

-- - --------------------------------------------------------------------- w-------

CO 2463.2 (9,19) 1.117 x 10-6

2483.6 (10,20) 3.225 x 10-`
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and 3B/DT cam be calculated from the expression given for 3v in equation
(3.28). The result for the calculation )Bv/AT is:

(3BO/T) - (C2Bv2)/(C 1; 2T2 ) e C2•/T (3.30)

Thus, the radiation intensity will be given by:

IV" Bvfl-C2BveCIv/T)/Kv'Cl'2T2) 1"T1 (3.31)

where aT/al is determined from available results for the required plum
temperature distribution&.

B. INSTRUMMENATION SEUSITIVITY

Optical instrumentation was reviewed for sensitivit in two general
ranges: the ne r UV-v sible-near IR from 2000 to 10,O00A and the infrared
from lu (1O,OOOA) to 8o.

1. Near UV-Visible-Near IR - In the near UYV (above 2000X), in the
visible and up to about 1 micron, rhototubes offer the most sensitive
means of deteting radiation. The sensitivity of the Dhototube devices
will be expressed here -n terms of current oer unit incident radiant
energy in units of amperes/.t'tt.

There are several combinations of UV sensitive nhotocathodes and
UV transmitting windows that cover the rai:'ie between 2000X and 400OX.
The 1P28 h•a an S-5 response which neaks at 340•X with a sensitivitv of
0.05 amp/watt, a current amplification of 1.25 x 106 and a Corning 9741
UV transmitting window that cuts off around 2200X. The maxtirm• equiva-
lent anoe dark current is about 2 x 1,- 1 2 watts with A sunnlv voltage
adjusted to give a radiant sensitivitv of (.04 amp/wart. The nhote-
cathode is Cs-Sb. The 7200 tvne Photomultinlier is almost identical to
the 1P28, except for the fact that it his a fused silica window Riving
it an S-19 response, with a cut cff around 1704A.

'No E.M.I. photomultirlieri seem• to have outstanding characteristics
for thi near UV region, the 6255F and the 62S'6. With a nhotocathode
sensitivity of about 0.06 iAm/watt these photomuitioliers have a gain
of about 2Q x 106. The 62553 has an enuivalent anode dirk current of
2.5 x 10" watts at an overall voltage of 14nO volts, and the 62565
has an e-uivalent anode dark current of Aho.-- 1.5 x 10-15 watts at an
overall voltage of 1600 volts. These tw., tubes have fused silica windows
and a spectral response of S-13 which Deaks at 440OX and covers the
range from 5OnOX to 1700A. The nhotocathode coemosition for the S-13
resoon.se is Sb-Cs-0.

E.M.P., ASCOP produces photo,•ultipliers similar to the ones manu-
factured by E.M.t. of Britain. Their -,.13-03 Sb-Cs photocathode. 9741
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Slag vtndov P.M. has a range between 2200X and 6500X with a peek of
45002. The maxim gain of the P.M. is about 100, vith an eoulvalent
anode dark current input of 1.2 x l-1 watts. A similar P.M. is the
5417-05 which has a sapphire window extending the spectral range d'vn
to 1450d. The maxima gain for this tube is 1 x 106, with an equivalent
anode dark current input of 10-13 watts.

P:otocathodes fur visible light detection usually fall in the
categories of spectral response S-l, S-17 and S-20. The nuant%=
efficiency for S-11 is About 10 percent, and its composition is Sb-C.-O
with a photocathode sensitivity of about 0.05 aM/watt. The S-17 and
S-20 cathodes have a quantum efficiency of about 15 percent, ard their
composition is for S-17: Cs-Sb, and for S-20: Sb-K-Na-is. Th,
spectral ranges for S-11 and S-17 are from 3200A to 60M0A with a peaIL
at "00•, and for 5-20 from 3200X to 700OX with a peak at about 400d.

A particularly suitable photomultiplier for the visible is the
E.K.I. 9558B, S-20. It has a auantum efficiencv of 20 percent, with a
photocathode sensitivity of about 0.1 ap/w/att. The maximum gain is
3.5 x 106, and at a gain of 1.4 x 106 the enuivalent anode dark current
input is about 10-15 watts.

Photomultipliers with sensitivity in the infrared un to lU have an
S-I resnonse,owith the nhotocathnde coinposed of Ag-O-Cs. The S-1 curve
peaks at 8500A with a quantum efficiency of 0.5 percent and a sensitiv-
ity of 0.003 amperes/watt. It covets a range between 60001 and i0,00O0.
A particularly suitable nhotomultih'ier for the near infrared is the
I.T.T. built F~ll8. It has a cathode r~dLant sensitivity of 0.0022
amp/watt, a gain of 107 and ai equivalent anode dark current innut of
about 10-10 waL.;.

The signal produced bv a photomultip'ler has already been consider-
ably amplified by the electron secondary emission process taking place
between the cathode and anode electrodes. The output signal can be
measured by using a load resistor at the anode and measuring the volrXe
drop across it, or by using a cathode follower for invedance matchinr
at the output and measuring the cathode follower output. The basic
li•itation in measuring low radiant fluxes is the noise level of the
tube. To acaieve low noise, low gain is required (low overall voltage)
and theref-re, the lowering of the anode sensitivitv. A compromise
usually has to be worked out between signal itreneth (which depends on
sain) and a tolerable n.aise level.

2. Infrared f~r l-8i - Before discussing infrared detectors for the
1-8u ranFo, it is necess,*"v to define the lvstem under which these de-
tertor' are to be co,,nareo. The magnitude of tlh,- resnens related to
th1e quantity of itcident radiation is called the responsivitv Pd is
given by:

R(ý,!,Aj) dA a S(A,fAd) !A/W(A) (3.32)
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where W(A) - incident radiation in joules, vatts, photons
or photons/sec

S - detector output (response)

The detectivtyT is defined as the sigfal-to-Lwise ratio per unit
quantity of incident radiation, given by:

S (A*f .Ad) dA
D(I.f.Af.Ad) dA - R(A,,f.Ad) dA/N(fAfAd) W()N(f ,f.Ad) (3.33)

where D is in units of (joules)" 1 , or (watts)"- or (0 of photons)" 1 or
(0 of photons/sec)- 1 . The reciprocal of the detectivity is the noise-
equivalent Pover.

Pn(X,.f,Af,Ad) lID (3.34)

The Oetectivity of a detector recuced to a sensitive area of I cm2

and measured with a bandwidth of 1 cps is called the specific detectivity
and is useful for intercomparison among various detectors. The specific
detectivity is given by:

DC i D Ad1/2(Af)1/2cM•cpsI/2-(watt)-1 (3.35)

and is denoted in the general case by D*(Af,Td).

It is useful to establish the limitations to the detection of snall
signals set by ultimate physical conditions external to the detector
itself. The condition of oneration of a detector under background
photon noise limitations has been termed the BLIP (for ?-'ickground-limited
infrared Photoconductor) condition.

D* BLIp(Ac,O) - D*BLIP (1c.2w) csc (0/8 (3.16)

where Ac is the long wavelength cutoff. A specific BLIP detectivitv is
defined with reference to a detector exposed to 2w steradians solid
angle of background radiation. it is given in termq of .) by:

D*ip = DA 1/2 (&f)1/2 sin (0/2) (3.37)

Present day infrared detectors in the operational stage include a
variety of photosensitive elements: PbS, PbSe, PbTe, InSb, r.e:Au,
Ce:(Au,Sb),Ce:Cu,Ge:ZnInAs, thermistor boloseters, golav cells, thermo-
couples, and carbon bolometers.

The principles of operation of the photosensitive detectors em-
ploying sich elements as listed above are: thermal detectors and
ohoton detectors. The nhoton detectors can operate an photoconductnes,
nhotovoltaic detectors, and photoelectromagneric detectors.

For the range of interest here, I-flu, the Au doped germanium
detectors appear to provide the best spe'ific detectLvity coupled to a
time response of less than a microse-ond. Th,. coo:Lng required is at
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a teuverature of 77*K, t'~e boiling teurerature of liquid nitrogen. The
usual angle of the field of view i's abo*t 60'.
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FIGURES 7 and 8. VIEWS OF DYNAMIC VACUUM FACILITY NO. 2
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SECTION 4

ROCKET ENCINE ANALYSIS

This section presents an analysis of the factors influencing a rocket
engine design capable of providing the necessary radiation signal strength
and compatible with the volumetric capacity of the vacuum facility to be used
for testing. In a program designed to study the characteristics of a rocket
plume under simulated space conditions a certain interdependency exists among
the capabilities of the rocket engine, the test facility and the optical
monitoring instrumentation. Ideally, one would design a rocket engine for a
very low flow rate requiring a minimum vacuum facility investment, since the
facility is the major cost element in the program. But this approach would
require very sensitive radiation instrumentation, which would then become
the ultimate limiting factor in reduction of engine flow rate, and would not
"consider the simulat,.on characteristics of the engine. Hence, as a result,
the vacuum facility must be sized to the minimum engine flow which is satis-
factory from a simulation standpoint and yet provides a detectable signal.

A. FLOW RATE VERSUS ALTITUDE

The subscale engine techniques developed on previous contracts at this
corporation (see Appendix C) provide good radiation simulation (as evidenced
by comparison with Project RAM? data) with very low flows of 0.1 gm/sec or
less. The ultimate limitation on reduction of engine flow from this viewpoint
remains to be determined, but it is probably governed by the ability to avoid
excessive nozzle heat transfer and to compensate for boundary layer effects.
However, in order to initiate the necessary tradeoff study among the three
primL parameters noted above, the vacuum facility and radiation instrumenta-
tion requirements will be examined initially on the basis of rocket engine
flow rates in the range 0.1 gm/sec. This was ,he same value used to compute
radiation intensity.

1. Facililty De-S, ption - The vacuum system to be used for experimental
verification of the analysis conducted under this program is shown in
Figures 7-11. The main chamber measures six feet in diameter and twelve
feet in length. It is provided with six viewing ports along the side
spaced at two foot intervals; three viewing Ports along the top-one at
either end and one four feet from the working end; ane four ports
located at both ends of the tank positioned at 45" angles to the hori-
zontal plane. These latter ports are one foot from the forward end and
one foot from the aft end. The ports consist of 9" flanges with "0"
ring grooves machined into them. The actual openings into the tank
through these ports are 4" in diameter. To insure that the top and
side ports are mutually perpendicular and that the ports at 45" to the
horizontal are properly located, the entire rank was nlaced in a large
surface grinder after the port flanges were welded and all of the flanges
were then ground while the tank was accurately rotated in the grinder.

The forward end bell of the tank is detachable and swings away from
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the main chamber on a davit which is permanently attached to the tMk.
This design allows access to the entire six foot diameter of the tank
vhich facilitates installation and operation of the optical collecting
system. The end bell is sealed to the tank by mans of an "0" ring
which is 74 inches in diameter; swing bolts clamp the end bell to the
tank. The port located in the center of the end bell of the tank is
one foot in diameter and has an "0" ring groove machined into it. This
is the port through which the rocket engine is fired.

At the aft end of the main chamber is E permanently attached water
cooled manifold which communicates to three 32 inch diameter diffusion
pumps. These pumps were manufactured by the Consolidated Vacuum Corp-
oration and are their type PMC-50000. These pumps are connected to an
o'.l ejector pump by means of a manifold. The oil elector pump was also
manufactured by the Consolidated Vacuum Corporation and is thoir type
KS2000. The oil ejector pump is connected to a mechanical pump w-lich
was manufactured by Beach-Russ and is their type RP-Model 375. The
location of these devices is evident from the three views of the facility
presented.

A liquid nitrogen cryogenic baffle (or cold trap) is located within
the vacuum tank at the -ft end just upstream of the diffusion pump elbow
inlets. This baffle serves the dual purpose of trapping heavy rocket
exhaust gas particles such as CO2 and 1120 and preventing oil backflow
from the diffusion pumps. The baffle is fabricated of low carbon stain-
less steel (type 316) to insure against the formation of latent leaks
which would otherwise appear after repeated thermal cycling. The
chevron is non-annealed sheet and the liquid nitrogen tubing which is
fusion welded to the sheet is 3/8 inch seamless with an 0.049 inch wall.
Design provisions have been made in the baffle assembly for thermal
expansion and contraction.

Four 6 inch vacuum valves are employed tc control vacuum in the
tank-pump system. Three of these valves are located one each at the
outlet of the three diffusion pumps, and the fourth is at the inlet to
ý:he mechenical pump. By proper manipulation of these valves, the
nechanical pump and the eJector pump can be isolated from thi system
and the three diffusion pumps can each be isolated from the ejector
ptmp. fltwever, the diffusion pumps cannot be isolated from each oth"r
at the inlets. The physiL'-l location of these valves is shown on tae
thiee views of the facility.

The vacuum instrumentation employed in this facility consists of four
thermocouple vacuum gauges and two ionization vacuum gauges. The therse-
couple gauges are located as follows:

inlet of the mechanical pump
inlet of the oil elector pump
aft end of the main chamber
fore end of the main chamber

The ionization gauges are located as foilown:
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aft snd of the wain chador
fore end of the main chamber

The theimoouple gauges were manufactured by uastinge-Paydist med are
their type DV-3. The ionization gauges were maufactured by Team and
are their type RG-73P. The thermocouple and ionization gauges are
readout on a Cook Vacuum Gauge Unit Model CD-22.

2. Total Cal Load on Systems - The ultimste pressure which can be
attained by the vacuum facility will be a function of the effective
pumping speed of the facility and the total gas load on the system,
which in turn is dependent on the type(s) of propellants selected for
test. Considering initially the total gas load on the system, the
following equation can be derived from a material balance on the system:

V1 dp + SP - Q conht + Q(t) (4.1)dt

where: V, is the volume of the chamber in liters
P is the pressure in torr (or mm Hg)
t is the time in seconds
S is the total effective pumping speed (or conductivity)

of the system In liters/sec
Q conet is the gas load due to leaks and engine flow in t-L/s
Q(t) is the time-dependent Ras load due to outgassing in the

system in t-t/s.

The solution of the equation9 can be written:

c(S t) c t-S t)

P(t) a (P- coasts )e I + Q cons 1 e v1 (4.2)

(+ s)
ft Q(t) e V1 dt

The third term may be integrated by expanding 0(t) in a Taylor's series
and the equation written in general form as:

(" Sl t)

P(t) - (- Vt + Q CoUst + 4(t) (4.3)S

where: K- Pi 0 1) +X

M(t) aato~~

X - a constant

The first term of equation (4.3) will disappear in the order ef I•0

to 1000 seconds since S/V1 will be in the range of 1 to 1/100. E1peri-
once with our present large carbon-steel tank system indicates that the

third term containing the time-dependent outgassing function will dit-
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appear in the order of 5 to 10 hours (the tank has been pped to a
steady pressure of 2 x 10-6 torr In 5 hours). Thus, after 5 to 10 hours
the ultimate steady pressure in the system would be Qconst/S. The
Qconst will be composed of tank lepks (ML) and the rocket flow (CM).
The amount of QL can be estimate from tests to be about 0.07 torr-
liters/sec or approximatelv 2 x 10- standard cubic feet per minute at
273*K and 1 atm (SCFM).

The values of Q due to rocket flow can be calculated as follows:

Q - P# - A T RT - 62.14 i- (4.4)M M

where: Q is the Ras load, torr-liters/sec
0 is the weight flow rate, gm/sec
T Is the static gas temperature, *K
R is the average gas molecular weight, gm/gu-tol

A convenient conversion factor is:

S- 0.174 0 T (4.5)

Actual gas loads m"y now be calculated for the three propellant
systems selected for analysis. However, before so doing two things must
be kept in mind. First, the static gas temperature to be used tn the
calculation is the temperature at the diffusion pump inlet downstream
of the cryogenic baffle. This temperature can be closely estimated from
past tests conducted by this corporation in the facility previously
described under contracts listed in Appendix C hereto. The static gas
temperature is shown as a function of exhaust gas temperature in Figure
12. Secondly. the weight flowrate is also assumed to be that which
reached the diffusion pirys and must be reduced by the proportion of
exhaust constituent whica will adhere to the baffle. Figure 13 presents
the vapor pressure cirves of various substances as a function of tevp-
eraturel" 1 . Since it is known that the maximum altitude for testing
need not exceed that which is sufficient to provide free molecular flow
(i.e. test pressure will be 5 x 10-4 - 5 x 10-3), and the cryogenic
baffle when L'12 cooled will be at a temperature of 80*K, it can then be
seen from Figure 13 that H2 0 and CO2 will stick to the baffle and not
reach the diffusion pumps. Past tests have shown that sticking factors
are close to one under these conditions.

Employing the data presented for 02/112 in Section 2, a family of
curves was constructed during the course of this program as shown in
Table MAand Figure 14) which describe the full range of operating con-
ditions anticipated during rocket tests and how they affect gas load
on the vacuum systems. This unique analysis was required to determine
the capability of the vacuum system to be used for test over a range of
rocket engine operating conditions not previouslv investigated by this
corporation. This information is presented for O2/RP-1 and N20O/UDT4I
in Tables 9 and 10 and Figures 15 and 16.
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3. EfIective Pumvng Speed of System - The effective nuvins soeed of
the vacuum systen is determined by the s-eed of the nu.ringn system and
the conductance of the lineq leadino to t', * r-i• •vem. Titus, the
speed or volumetric flow capcCIZv of the svqtem can ýe calculated as:

1 +_ 1 1 (4.6)
S C1  Gb Sp

wherei S is the effective -eed of the svgt-'-
C1 is the conductance of the Lines
Cb is the conductance of the cryoger.c baffle
S is the Qneed of the pum-rs

The speed of Astrosyste"s pum•ing equipment I,.. r, In Figure 17 for
calibrations vith air at 520"R (2ROK). T' 's curve In effect describes
the speed of the overaii system (S). lt -an b- se,,e t'iat the most
efficient operating point for high alt'tuco: %,tstinq ii, between 300,000
and 340,000 feet (P. - I x 10-3 to ) X 11--).

The pumping speed of an oil diffusior pumn can be cnlculated as
follows:

Sd - 2 va wa31 (4.7)

where: Va - average velocitv of puwn&e molecules
a - radius of the rump Inlet purt
1 - length of inlet port

This equation assumes correct inlet port design which is true for chis
case. The velocity of a gas molecule in free molecular flow is described
by the following equation:

- 1.455 x 04 T) 1 (4.8)

Hence, the diffusion pump speed for a constant inlet feometry and at a
specific pressure is dependent only on the factor T 1l2

The above factor can be calculated for the calibration conditions
shown In Figure 17 to be 3.2. The same factor can be calculated for
each cone ;4on being analyzed for experimental study from Tables 8-10.
By ratio il these value.s to the anove value a pttnp!ng capability can be
established for each test condition emnloving the calibrated flow rate
of 0.1 SCIM shown in Figure 17. These results are presented in Tables
11-13 in comparison with actual gas load as previously determined.

The resulting values indicate a need to reduce flow in most test
cases; however, in the regions of most interest (large exprension ratio
and near-optimum mixture ratio), capability and calculated gas load are
closely matched for the assumed flow rate. It, therefore, appears
advisable to design the tent engine for a nominal flow rate cf 0.1 m/see
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TiAZLE i i

CAPABILITY OF VACUUM SY3T•IM FOR OXYGEN- HYDROGEN GAS AS A
FUNCTION OF MIXTUPE RATIO AND EXPANSION RATIO

Case Expansion Gas Capability Capability Gas Load
No. Ratio Fa.tor(f. Factor of Pumnps at ;=0. 1 -/a

* v(T/M) i/2 fg/fa;ir QScrM QSCFm

A 1.0 9.2 2.9 0.29 1.26
2.0 7.4 2.3 0.23 0.9O
4.0 6.3 2.0 0.20 0.59
8.0 5. r 1.7 0.17 0.44

10 4.9 1.6 0.16 0.35
40.0 3.7 1.2 0.12 0.20

B 1.0 10,2 3.2 0.32 1.18
2.0 8.3 2.6 0.26 0.77
4.0 7.4 2.3 0.23 0.62
8.0 6,6 2.1 0.21 0.49

15. 0 6.o 1.09 o.19 o.4o
40.0 4.9 1.6 o.16 o.27

C 1.0 9.5 3.0 0.30 0.71
2.0 8.2 2.6 0.26 0.53
4.0 7.3 2.3 0.23 o.42
8.0 6.5 2.1 0.21 0.35

15.0 6.1 1.9 0.3.9 o.29
40.0 5.2 1.6 o.16 0.21

D 1.0 8.4 2.7 0.27 o.44
2.0 7.3 2.3 o.23 0.34
4.C, 6.6 2.1 0.21 0.28
8.3 6.o 1.9 0.19 0.23

15.0 5.5 1.7 0.17 O. ±9
4o0o 4.8 1.5 0.15 o.14

*Case A O/F = 1.2, M = 4.42

s O/F = 2.8, R = 7.60
c O/F = 4.8, = 11.14

D O/F = 7.9, 1 = 15.40
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ThBLE i2

CAPABILITY OF VACUUM SYSTEM FOR OXYGEN - RP-1
GAS AS A FUNCTION OF MIXTU.P. RATIO AND EXPANSION RATIO

Came Expansion Gas Capability Capability Gas Loas
No. Ratio Factor(f.) Factor of Pumps at ife. 1 _js

* (T/M)'/ 2  f g/fair QSCFM SCF!M

A 1.0 7.1 2.3 .23 0.65
C.0 5.9 1.9 .19 o.45
4.0 5.4 17 .17 0.37

8.o 4.9 1.6 .16 0.32
15.0 4.6 1.5 .15 o.27
4o.o 4.2 1.3 .13 0.22

B 1.0 6.9 2.2 .22 0.52
2.0 5.9 1.9 .19 0.38
4.o 5.5 1.7 .17 0.32
8.0 5.1 1.6 .16 0.27

15.0 4.8 1.5 .15 0.24
40.o 4.2 1.3 .13 0.19

c 1.0 6.9 2.2 .22 o.48
2.0 5.9 1.9 .19 0.35
4.0 5.4 1.7 .17 0.30
8.0 5.c 1.6 .16 o.26

15.0 4,7 1.5 .15 0.22
40.o 4.2 1.3 .13 0.13

D 1.0 7.2 2.3 .23 0.51
2.0 5.9 1.9 .#9 0.34
4.0 5.3 1.7 .17 0.28
8.o 5.0 1., 016 0.25

15.,0 4.6 1.5 .15 0,22
"0.0 o4.0 1.3 .13 0.17

*Case A C/F - 1.80, 11 - 19.23

B C/F = 2.35, w - 21.50
C D/F - 2.65, P - 22.45
D 0/F - 3.10, R - 23.60
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TABLE 13

CAPABILITY OF VACtUM SYSTem, FOR N2 0 4 -UDMH GAS

AS A FUNCTION OF MIX'TLRE RATIO AND EXPANSION RATIO

Case Expansion Gas Capability Capability Gas Load
No. Ratio Factori'g Factor of Pumps at •=O.1 g/s

* T/!) 1/2 fg/fair QSCFM QSCFM

A 1.0 6.9 2.2 .22 .63
2.0 5.9 1.9 '19 .46
4.o 5.2 1.6 .-6 .36
8.o 4.6 1.5 .15 .28

15.0 4.1 1.3 .13 .22
40.o 3.4 1.1 .11 .16

B 1.0 6.8 2.2 .22 .50
2.0 5.9 1.9 .19 .38
4.0 5.3 1.7 .17 .30
8.0 4.8 1.,5 .15 .25

15.0 4.3 1.4 .14 .20
40.0 3.7 1.2 .12 .15

C 1.0 6.6 2.1 .21 .47
2.0 5.9 1.9 .19 .35
4.0 5.2 1.6 .16 .28

8.o 4.7 1.5 .15 .22

15.0 4.3 2.4 .14 .19
40.O 3.7 1.2 .12 .14

D 1.0 6.4 2.0 .2r% .43

2.0 5.7 1.8 .18 .33
4.0 5.1 1.6 .16 .27

8.4 4.5 1.4 .14 .21

15.0 4.1 1.3 .13 .18
4o,o 3.6 1.1 .11 .13

E 1.0 6.1 1.9 .19 .4o

2.0 5.3 1.7 .17 .29

4.0 4.8 1.5 .15 .24

8.0 4.3 1.4 .14 .19

L5.0 3.9 1.2 .12 .16
40.0 3.3 1.0 .10 .11

*Case A O/F = 1. 5, M = 18.68 Case D O/F = 3.5, 4 - 24.98

B O/F = 2.3, A = 22.OS E O/F = 4.5, F4 26.46

C OiF = 2.75,M = 23.38
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and decrease flov rate as 5 vquired to £u:-udy the regions of lee itaterost,

It should also be noted tat the molecular veight of the exhaust
gases entering the diffusion puqs will not be the sam as that leaving
the rocket engine. This effact adds to the capability of the puMping
system for all cases of oxygen-hydrogen testing and aids the hiaher
mixture ratio cases for the other two propellants. It will cause a
slight decrease In capability for the carbonaceous propellants when the
relative percentage of H20 to C(12 exceeds 2.5:1. Hence, the overall
effect supports the general plara of designing the experimental engine
for a flow rate of 0.1 gm/sec at optimm conaditions and reducing flow
at points well off optimum.

B. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

The radiant intensities detailed in Section 3, Table. 6, 7 and 8 were
based on a flow rate of 0.1 gm/sec. The foregoing rocket engine analysis
versus vacuum test capability was based on the same flow rate, Therefore. a
signal-to-noise ratio can now be specified by employing the detector capa-
bilities detailed in Section 3, Part B.

Table 14 summarizes the radiant intensities at the primary transitions
of the major radiating species in the ultraviolet-visible region of the
spectrum and the dark current of the phototubes which we plan to use in theme
regions. The phototubes selected were eong those described in Section 3,
and were chosen from those currently available at this corporation based on
their applicability to the detection of the wavelengths discussed previously.
Because of the aiiparently good margin of detectability (at least four orders
of magnitude), it does not appear to be necessary to select more specialized
instrumentation than the two phototubes noted in Table 14. The M! tube
appears to be more than adequate from 2800 to 5500 A and the EMR appeai-A to
be adequate at the shorter wavelengths down to 1450A. The sensitivity values
noted for these phctotubes in Table 14 were taken from calibration curves
previously conducted at this corporation, and the dark current specified is
an actual measured value.

In the infrared the noise-equivalent nower ratio (MEP) nf noise-to-signal
ratio, for the conon lead sulphide cell is 1.6 x 10"11 at 2.4u and 104' and
1 x 10-8 at 4.3 microns and 70F?. This sensitivityv will 4uffice for the de-
tection of H20 up to 3.Ou where intensity is at least five orders of magnitude
greater than the noise (see Table 8). However, for the decection C4 MO, up
to about 6.Ou an uncooled lead selenide detector is preferred. This will
provide a signal-to-noise ratio of at least two orders of magnitude. Infrared

detectors are available at this corporation.

C. SPECIFICATION OF DESIGN CRITERIA

The performance characteristics of snill operational rocket engines

functioning in a true space environment cannot be duplicated even in very
large a•n costly space simulation chmibers. Practical considerstions.
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cherefore dictate that compromises be made in order to obtain preliminary in-
formation on space phenom!na for the purpose of establishing the feasibility
of concepts.

1. Enuiae Descroigton - Over a period of several years Astromystems has
developed and refined a technique for the production of rocket exhaust
plumes at altitudes up to 350,000 ft. This techr'.que utilizes the
vacuum system described in Part A of this section together with miniature
rocket motors operating efficiently with exhaust gas flows into the
vacuum systems of approximately 1.5 gas/sec to under 0.1 gms/sec.

In order to achieve a high combustion efficienzy (approximately 902
of theoretical C*) and a low level of heat loss from the combustion

products to the chamber wall, the rocket motor is operated at relatively

high propellant flows and the excess combustion gases, exceeding that

of the vacuum system pumping capability, are dumped overboard outside
the vacuum tank. Hence, the combustion gases vented into the vacuum
tank are representative of the center core orbustion region and are

relatively unaffected by the flow and thermodynamic conditions at the
combustion c'lamber walls.

Schematically the experimental system may be revresented as shown

in Figurc 18. From this figure it can be seen that various parameters

can be controlled. The propellant pressurization and flow controls

together with the injector pressure drop determine the total propellant

mass flow and mixture ratio. The plume nozzle throat size and overboard

bleed orifice size determine the combustion chamber pressure and rela-

tive fraction of combustion products that exhaust to the vacuum tank.

The pum- controls, nitrogen control and plume exhaust characteristics

determine the pressure (altitude) in the vacuum cank. There are inter-

relations among the various available controls, snd not all of them are

necessarily used in any given experiment.

Figure 19 shows a typical micro-rocket with overboard bleed. This
motor was designed for premix injection of gaseous oxygen/RP-1 liquid

hydrocarbon fael. For various propellant combinations the aft injector
section of the motor is changed using the same bypass and nozzle section.

The nozzles are ret1ovable so that various sizes, shapes and materials

may be used.

2. Exhaust Nozzle Desimn - In designing the model rocket nozzle, con-

sideration was given to simulation of full scale rocket engine nozzle

exit conditions since they affect measurements made by the subject

technique. Since the spectroscopic technique for monitoring mixture

ratio is dependent upon the radiation from the nozzle exit station,

both tho tewperature and density at the nozzle exit station must be

simulated as close as possible. The exhaust temperature in microrocket

engines is somewhat lower than the corresponding nozzle exit temperatures

of full scale rockets. Thus to increase the exhaust temperatures in the

model rocket, small area ratio (c-l) nozzles have been considered for

this program. These sonic nozzles will maximize the radiation intensity

eritted from the rocket exhaust.
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To Jemonstrate the ;imulation of the other important thermodynsmf-
variable in the model rocket exhaust namely: density, a calculation
was made compari~tv the sonic nozzle exit density with that of the
Titar 1I second stage (r-49.2) which is cornmarable to the snace rocket
engines (c-40) being considered for spectroscopic monitoring.

The continuity enuation for the conservation of mass can b- written:

0 - 0,/(Au) (4.9)

Using the subscript M for the model rocket engine and the subscript II
for the full scoe engine:

0 H - 4 H/(Au)H (4.10)

and

0 - oM/(Au)m

Defining the ratio or as the relative density between the model and full
scale engines:

or = ./oH - (A'/A) / - r/AU (r.1r)

where "•r, Ar and ur are the corresponding relative flow rates, exit
areas and exit velocities.

The flow rate Om through the model rocket engine at the simulated
altitude is dictated by the vacuum tank pumping capability. Using the
appropriate values for the Titan II second stage engine (classified)
and the model rocket sonic nozzle engine, it was found that one obtains
equivalent exit densities (or-I) for a sonic nozzle design throat (or
exit) diameter of .066 inches with a flow rate of .11 gm/sec. The
resulting mass density at the nozzle exit in both the full scale and
model rockets is then 1.5 x 10-3 lbs/ft 3 . One should note that for
different model rocket nozzle throat diameters, Pr is directly p~ro-
portional to the throat diameter squared, i.e., or is proportional to
the sonic nozzle throat or exit area.

The radiation from the rocket exhaust however, is actually dependent
upon the number density N and not the mass density o. Thus the factor
NA/M has to be applied to p to obtain 14. Since Avogadro's number is a
constant and M is approximately the same for both the full scale and
model rocket engines, the total number density N will be equal for both
engines (OJral). 1,he value for the total number density is 1.85 x 1022
particles/ft 3 .

Thus, in conclusion, the number density at the nozzle exhaust which
is an important parameter in the calculation of radiation irtensities
(for the case of optically thin and optically thick radiation sources)
can be simulated by the use of the converging sonic nozzle for which
these calculations were made. Based upon this factor, and the fact that
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thi sonic mzzle will PImJaize radiation intensity, it was decided to
use this type of nozzle for the experi.mental program. Typical char-
acteristics of a sonic nozzlo vbich have already beer, run at Astrosysteme
are given in Table 15.

It should also be pointed out that large boundary layers exist near
the exit station of a con-w-ntiora' coverg!nR-diverging microrocket
engine nozzle. This boundary laver buildup cat4ses non-uniform (para-
bolie) velocity and temperature discributions at the el.. plane. These
viscous effects also effect the rocket plume stsucture. Thus, to
eliminate the boundary layer buildup on the iJvcrging sectAion of the
nozzle, it is of further aJvantage to utilize converging sonic nozzles
in carrying out an experimental prc.ýre1.

3. CdnvergentNozzle Design,- The previous analysis was conducted to
deerinstrate the cor-qpondence betwee the macroscopic distribution of
energies in the full scale and model rocket engines, and the geometrical
similarity of the exhaust gas plume. in the region of spectroscopic ob-
iervation. S:ince the thermodynamic variables affecting the radiation
e!mitted from the plume are coupled with the dynamics of the flow field,
one would like to ensure tha t'Ce distribution between the internal
energy and thc kinetiz er,ergy of the plumes are similar.

The initiul inclrdiua•on angle (0 b) of the let boundary of the plume
is a meazoire of the ratio between these two energy modes. Thus the
following aralvsis was crnducted to determine: (1) if the sonic nozzle
presently being considered for the program actually simulates the nlume
energv di•-trlbution and ceometrv of snace engines (c-40/1) in the
irtmnc,!ate area of the no•zze exit station where radiation will be spec-
troscoicallv monitored, and to dJete-mine: (2) the optimum sonic nozzle
corve-pence half angle for Lhis Turpose.

The method of analysis employed is the method of characteristLa for
ni•n-reacting gases. The assumption of non-reacting gases is valid for
both the microrocket plume :nd the full scale olume in the immediate
neighborhood of the nozzle exit station where the plumes initial In-
clination (spreading) occurs, since the fluid dvnamic flow time from
the no7zle exit station to tCe point at which the initial soreading
takers place in amall.

The equation used here to demonstrate simulation of Initial let
boundary Inc!!nation angle is basic to the method of characteristics and
in na-ticular to the Prandtl-Mever type flow considered. For this
flow, It is required that from one noant to another in the flow field,
the cha•ne In flow deflection angle (0) must be equal to the change in
the Prandti-(ever function (v); thus:

- dv, or (4.12)

0 - 01 " W2 - Vý.

where In gcneral:
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TABLE 15

SUMMARY OF NOZZLE AND PLUME PARAMETERS

MFR THE SONIC NOZZLE

Nozzle Exhaust Area Ratio E 1

Nozzle Type Converging Sonic

Exit Diameter 0.063/0.067

Exit Angle (Degrees) -70

Throat Diameter (iN .063/.067

Chamber Pressure (psia) 42

Characteristic Velocity (ft/sec) 4920

Flow Rate 'k (gm/sec) .110

Vacuumn Tank Pressure (microns) .5/.7

Overall Pressure Ratio
(Chamber Pressure/VacutuL Tank Pressure) 5.8 x 106/3.7 x 106

Overall Turning Angle (degrees) 145

Exit Mach Number 1

Internal Turning Angle (degrees) 0

1External Turning Angle (degrees) 145

Initial Inclination of Jet Boundary (degrees) 75

Radius of Initial Portion of Jet Boundary (in) 1.48

Burning Time (Duration-sec.) 930/975

C*/C*th () 90.3/92.6

O/F ( N20 4 -Aerozine) 2.25/2.24
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q.1 ,t 1/2 1/2.
v - 1)tau (t2-1)1/2 ((.13)

This equation can be derived from the equation for the eha-Ap of speed
across a weak oblique shock (vhich in the limit is a Mach lMiia)

u (M2 1)1/2 (4.14)

by definition:

u a am (4.35)

(u is the local veliocity and a is the local sound speed), where P4 is
given by the leentropic relationship,

Tt aY2  Y-1
---- 1 + -- M2 (4.16)
T a 2  72

Differettiating, One finds that:

-u " dM + da d- (1 + x.:j M2 )- 1  (4..7)
u M a M 2(47

and therefore,

d - (1+ ÷- 142)--MM (4.18)

Integrating this expression gives:

0 1 M . - (t aM1 I"Y+l( (M2 _1) 1 - tan-1 (4.9)

The right-hand side of the above equation is defined as the Prandtl-
Meyer function v.

Thus,

02 - 01 v V2 - vj (4.20)

where
- )/2 1/2 tan ( /2-l)

as given previously.

For the problem considered here, the pointa of interest in the flow
field are the nozzle exit station (e) across which the flow properties
are assumed to be uniform, and the jet boundary (t, of the rocket es-
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haust plume where it is justifiably assumed that the plume static
pressure is equal to the local ambient atmospheric pressure. For points
between the exit station and the jet boundary, the above procedure is
not applicable since this included flow field is not a simple wave flow
field but is instead a region of wave interaction (non-simple wave flow).
Unfortunately, therefore, the above procedure cannot be applied to cal-
culate the entire plume flow field. To acucmplish this, a digital
computer program is required which can calculate the plume aerothermo-
dynamics from the input conditions at the nozzle exit station.

In applying equation (4.20) to the problem at hand, namely deter-
mining the sonic nozzle convergence half angle Ge required for simulation
of the initial plume inclination angle Ob of a full scale rocket engine,
the following equation can be written for the full scale rocket engines

Oe - Ob - Ve - vb (4.22)

or Oe - Ob + ve - vb

(For a bell shaped nozzle Ge - 0).

For sonic nozzle model rocket engine case, ve is zero since He - I, and
hence:

Ge - Ob - Vb (4.23)

The following considerations have to be made in determining the
initial plume inclination angle Ge from the values of ve, vb and eb.
Since Ge is known for a given full scale rocket nozzle geometry it is
only necessary to determine Ye and vb for the full scale rocket plume.
Since v - f (My) it is only necessary to know the nozzle exit Mach
number Me, the ratio of specific heats ye. and the olume boundary Mach
number %,,. The quantities Me and Ye are usually known for a given full
scale rocket nozzle and the olume boundary Mach number can be determined
from the isentropic flow ralationship:

2 ()/21 PT ]h/ 1/2 (4.24)

where Pt is the total pressure in the isentropic flow field and is thus
constant throughout the plume flow field, and P is the static pressure
at the nlume boundary.

Assuming an isentropic nozzle flow, the total pressure in the flow
field is the combustion chamber pressure Pc (i.e., PT - Pc). The
static pressure at the let boundary is simply the local ambient atmos-
pheric pressure (P-) by virtue of the matching of the boundary condition
that must be imposed at the plume boundary. This is necessarily true
when a supersonic (or sonic) nozzle exhausts into a low pressure region
as the exhaust let expands until the pressure along the jet boundary
adjusts to the ambient pressure. With these equations and the corres-
ponding assumptions indicated, the folloving calculations were carried
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rut, using the procedure indicated.

Comparisons of plume initial inclination angle were made between a
high area ratio nozzle such as that employed on the second step of the
Titan II missile and the sonic nozzle model rocket engines run at Astro-
system. Using the equations given previously the initial plum inclin-
ation angle for the full scale rocket 9bH can be calculated using
equation (4.20). Since the Titan II second stage employs a bell nozzle,
tht. exit Mn9le 9eH " 0. Tt is for the full scale rocket (H)

9 (vb-ve)H (4.25)

where vbH is calculated from the value of the pressure ratio parameter
P/Pc and 1, and VeH is calculated from the value of CH ard Y.

The results are plotted in Figure 20 from which it can be seen that
tkie relationship between Ob and altitude is an approximately linear
one over the range of the piet.

The sonic convergence half angle GeM required to simulate or produce
this plume inclination angle Ob8, at the nozzie exit station is calculated
using equation (4.23) as follows. Since MeM 1, ve* - 0, and thus:

eeM ebM - vbm (4.26)

where Nb N, is the initial plume inclinations angle to be reproduced
&s shown in Figure 20. The value of vb is calculated in the same way
as vb ;namely, from the value of the pressure ratio parameter P"/Pc and
y. IV should be noted that the rocket chamber pressure of the full
scale engine (r a 49.2) is approximately twenty times larger than the
chamber pr,.essure I.n the model rocket en.ine.

The ?esults of the calculation for the variation of sonic nozzle
convergence half angle with altitude are shown in Figure 2.!. From this
figure it can be seen that the sonic nozzle convergence half angle
must be approximately -75" to simulato the initial plure inclination
angle over the range of altitude between 150,000 and 350,000 feet (and
probably higher). Thus one nozzle can be used to simulate the plume
jet boundary in the vicinity of the nozzle exiE station where spectro-
scopic measurements are observed. This simulation implies that the
distribution of thermal and kinetic energy at the rocket exhaust, which
effects the radiation characteristics, will be duplicated. The manner
in which the energy distribution is accounted for in the equation used
here (O-utv) can be seen from the derivation of thic equation which was
presented previously.

Comparative calculations were also carried out for "smell" area
ratio nozzles (c 1 8) surh as the Titan II first stage, to determine
what the plume initial Inclination angle an4• the neessary corresponding
nozzle convergence half angle required are as a function of altitude.
The calculations were carrtee out in the same manner as the previous
calculations for the Titan II Recond stage. The results for eb and 9S
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are shown in Figures 20 and 21 respectively.

From Figure 20 it can be seen that the lower expansion ratit has a
zuch larger eb (on the order of 30") as would be expected, aince the
gases have not been accelerated to as high a velocitv or expanded to as
low a terperature as is the case with the higher area ratio nozzle. The
relationship between Gb and altitude fcr c - 8 is , amn linear as was
the relationship betwen eb and altitude for c - 4 9 .i. The corresponding
so.uic nozzle convergence half angle required to produce the values of
eb shown in Figure 20, for c - 8, are shown in Figure 21, from which it
can be seen that a sonic nozzle with Ge - -45" is resutred.

In order to determine if simulation of the jet boundary is obtained,
one can use Latvala's circular arc approximation to calculate the jet
boundary for the sonic nozzle from the following equation:

r(~l(1.e) (4.27
R/re - (R/re)v*.4I • ("(4.2Ie2),)L2

where re - nozzle exit radius.

(R/re),f1.4 can be deteriAned from Figure 22 as a function of Me. For

the sonic nozzle where Ye a 1.4 the value of (R/re) is 38.4. For other
values of v the value of 38.4 is still valid since setting He - I in
equation (4.27) reduces the equation to (R/re) - (A/re)vol.4.

Therefore, the circular arc plume boundary can be geometrically
drawn using the sketch shown In the upper right corner of Figure 22,
using the value of R given above and the value of 0 b calculated given
previously in Fix-ure 20.
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SECTION 5

MIXTURE RATIO ANALYSIS

The objective of this section is the determination of plume radiant in-
tensity as a function of mixture ratio and the applicability of seeding to
the determination of mixture ratio by spectroscopic techniq'ies. Plume
radiant intensity as a function of mixture ratio was determined by prograing
the pertinent equations previously described for electronic transition,
molecular vibration and blackbody induced radiation; examples of ex-erimental-
ly determined variations are also presented.

A. THEORETICAL INTENSITY VS MIXTURE RATIO

The calculations of the rocket exhaust radiant intensities for the con-
stituents in the microrocket plumes radiatinp in the ultraviolet region of'
the optical spectrum have been completed for N 20/41DMH propellant. The data
was obtained as a function of 0/F ratio for constant chamber (Pc - 100 psia)
and exhaust (Pe - 50 psia) pressures, for a sonic nozzle, assuming frozen
flow.

The nozzle exhaust species considered were as follows: C2 , CR, OH, CO.
NO, NH, CN and CHO. The f values, or oscillator strenrths, for several of
the species (NO, CO, NH and CHO) were not available and therefore assumed.0
Many bands were considered for each specie so as to determine the most intense
band system for the species. In some cases many such bands were considered,
as in the case of NO (34 bands); in such cases the data for the more intense
bands are presented. All of the intensities presented are Riven per unit
path length (in cm) in watts/cm2-ster. To convert the values Riven to the
intensities emitted by microrocket exhaust, one must multiply this value by
the plume thickness (% 2 cm).

The results obtained for C2 indicated a null intensity for all bands in
all cases run. This was found to be due to the limitations of the digital
computer in handling the value e-x as x becomes large. This is presently
being corrected by breaking the exponential up into two parts namely;
e"a . e-b, where a + b - x.

The data obtained for the CH molecule at 4315.31 (shown in Figure 23)
indicated almost a linear relationship between the intensity (I) and the
mixture ratio (O/F). The value of the slope of the line, i.e., S - dl/d(O/F).
which gives an indication of the sensitivity of the radiant intensity I to
the O/F ratio, was 4 x 10-10. Two other CH bands were calculated and showed
the same linear relationship (Figures 24 and 25). The corresponding S values
for these band wavelengths (3889.2X and 3145.4A) are I x 10-10 and 1.67 x 10-11
respectively. The percent change (decrease) in intensitv from the Peak in-
tensitv value over the range of mixture ratios considered are: 702 for the
4315.3X band (peak Intensltv of 2.32 x 10-10). 70t for the 3R89.2X hand (peak
intensity of 5.9 x 10-11) and 77% for the 3145.4X band (leak intensity
8.7 x 10-12).
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T, ME -lecule at 235GSA d.4plays the same charactergtice as the CH

Molecuke nwativ a linear relstionshir, between I 5nd 0/7 ratio with I de-

creasing with ý,.Creaseng O/F as can be wecn in .'iRure 26. The peak intensity
for the 'h molecule radiating at this wavelength is 4.5 x 1O0- watts/cm2-ster.

This intensity drc~ctases v'ith £ncreasing O/F ratio to a value at approximately

75% of the neak intensitv at O/F of 7.2f. The value of the slop? (or sensi-

tivity) S is 3 x 10-6.

Intensities obtained for the CO molecule at 2455.5 and 24,13A6X, the

)atter intensity running about 5% lower over the range of O/F ratios con-

sidered, are shown In Figure 27. In both caies the intensity remained

relativet1y constant over the range I.FP5 < O/F < 2.0 and decreased over the

range 2.0 / OiF < 2.25 to approximately 75% of the peak intensity of
0 i " atts/cm3-ster (for 2455.5A). It should be noted that these values

are based unon the assumed value of the oscillaticn strength f.

Radlrticn intensities were calculated at five different vave1cngths for

the CHO molecule and are presented in Figure 28. The curves followed the

eame trend as those obtained for CH and NHi, i.e., decreasing intensity with

O/F ratio, however at the lower wavelengths (higher intensit!. ) the curves

exhibit a bit more non'inearity. The peak intensity of the most intense band

(3108.2A) was 5.9 x 1C- 8 wazts/cm3 -ster. The intensitv dropped off to

approximately 58% of this value at O/F - 2.25. S was approximately 6 x 10-7,

and decreased to 4 x 10-7 at the lower intensity bands.

The CN molecule radiant intensities were obtarted for eight different

wavelengths four of which (the most intense are present.d In Figure 29. The

most intense emitting wavelength was 3876.3A the peak value for which is

6.8 x 10-7 watts/cm3 -ster. The four peak intensities were within 75 percent

of one another. The general trend shown is sirilar to that dislayed by the

CHO wolecule (namely I is inversely proportional to O/F ratio) with the

exception that the slope decreases with increasing O/F r.ttio for the CN

molecule, whereas the slope increases with increasing O/F ratio for the CHO

molecule. The percent decrease in I over the O/F range considered was 59

percent for the 3876.3A band. The value of S for this bane was I x 10-6.

Radiation due to the NO molecule at nine different wavelengths (of the

34 calculated) are presented in Figure 30. The higheet intensity occcrring

at the lowest wavelength 2362.JA. All nine carves are stmilarr the magnitude

of the intensity increasin,; with increaslng mirture rat!o. The salient

feature of these results is that ,NO is the only snecie disnlaving this char-

acteristi" other than the OH molecule. This trend in influenced by the role

the absorptiorn factor plays in the intensity value. The intensity increased

(nearlv doubled) from th, value at O/F - A,85 to the peak intensity of

1.65 x 10-5 watts/cm3-ster at O/F - 2.25 (stoichiometrv). The shape of the

curve indicatei thaý the peak intensitv is not reached at stoiclftometrlc

O/F. The curves are seen to be slightly nonlinear. The snread in iatensitv

from the most intense to t0e least intense of the nine bands Presented here

is approximately one order of magnitude.

Values were obtained fo• the Oh molecule from tie computer program des-

cribed. However, the co'nputer program does not consider absorption which
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plays a large part in the radiant intensity emitted by this specie in the UT.
The self absorption is high and thus these values must be decreased by the
factor e"1/60 where r is the optical thickness calculated from the absorption
coefficient (Xu) and the plume thickness (1). That is, the equations pro-
gramned were derived assuming an optically thin homogeneous source. The
radiation intensity for this homogeneous thin radiation source is proportional
to the thickness of the radiating layer. For a homogeneous source where
absorption becomes important, the radiation intensity to dependent upon the
absorption factor e-T/Ay where T is the optical thickness of the radiating
source. For a thick radiator approaching blackbody emission the radiation
is independent of the thickness and is given by:

2hv3 1
Bv" 7 -• ehv/KT-I

Since the self absorptiou for the OH molecule is high, it will radtate as a
blackbody at the corresponding exhaust temperature T, and therefore the
equation above was used to calculate the spectral blackbody OH intensities
in addition to the computer program.

The values shown in Figure 31 are uncorrected for absorption. The trend
of I vs O/F ratio is similar to that of the NO bands. When absorption is
taken into account in the blackbodv calculations, the shave of the curves
and their trend change as shown in Figure 32 since each point on the curve
represents a different set of rocket engine exhaust conditions. The in-
tensity is seen to peak at 1.5 x 10-6 for 3064X and for all three bands at
O/F - 2.05, decreasing slightly (87) with increasing or decreasinK O/F ratio.
The f value was assumed for the OH band radiating at 2602X.

The results of all bands nresented are sutmari.ed in Table 16, which
give the radiant intensities emitted by the specie indicated, at the wave-
length indicated and over the range of mixture ratios considered for the
N2 00,/UD,•i propellant system.

B. EXPERIMENTAL INTENSITY VS MIXTURE RATIO

Data oreviouslv obtained at Astrosvstems has been correlated to demon-
strate the effects of O/F ratio variation on radiation Intenuitv for severql
propellant combinations. These data are presented in Figures 33-42 and
summarized in Table 17.

Figures 33 and 34 show the relationship between O/f and I for LO2 /RP-l
propellant at .215,000 and 110,000 feet respectivelv. Note that the inten-
sities peak before the stoichiosetric O/F ratio of 3.4 i% reached. The scan
(1000-500OX) at the lower altitude produced intensities on the order of 500
times the intensitv of the 281JX Oil band at 215,000 feet. Thi* altitude
effct vas not observed with LO2 /hrl propellant for the 2PllA OH band, as
can be seen from the data presented in Figure 35.

The relationship of seectral emission intensitv to mixture ratio, for
each of three radiating molecules, was %tudied at t,'res .iltitudeq. Th

01
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TASLE 16

SUM TY OF N2 04/UTDO SPECIES
RtADIAwT lNTVSITIKS VS )(IZWRE RATIO

Specie A(eA) eak I Is= (() Sloe()

CH 4315.3 2,32 x iO"10 30 -4 x 1010

NH 3358.8 4.50 x 10-6 75 -3 x 10"6

CO 2455.5 1.08 x I0'- 75

CHO 3108.2 5.9") x 10-" 58 -6 1o

cm 3876.3 6.80 x 1O•- 59 -. x I

NO 2362.8 1.65 x 1"5 :32O +2 ,

OH I 3064.0 1.50 x O1 9-4 9

__ i__i
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radiating molecules iuclud~d van 011 CHI, and C2 at the selected principal
v elengths of 3100, 4300A and 47001, respectively. For the OR moleculo it
can be seen from Figure 36 that the emission intensity increases vith in-
creasing O/F ratio (2 1 O/F 1 3) in a similar manner at all three altitudes
tested, and seem to peak at O/F - 3.0. The emission intensity from the CH
molecule at 43001 (ohms in Figure 37) indicates a definite peak in intensity
at all three altitudes tested. The intensity peaks at lower O/F ratios with
increasing altitude. The difference in intensities between the lover and
higher altitudes is one order of magnitude. Also, absolute intensities of
the C2 molecule at 47001 is shown as a function of mixture ratio in Figure 38.

For 02/H2 propellant (at 3075X) the radiation intensity peaked at O/F
ratios higher (> 9.0) than the stoichiouetric value of 7.94, at altitudc. )f
80,000 and 136,000 feet (see Figures 39-41). Figure 42 is a comparison of
the peruse radiant intensities for two propellants (02 !RP and 02/NH 3) as a
function of propellant mixture ratio at an altitude of 215,000 feet.

C. APPLICABILITY OF SEEDING

rn a practical case if seeding of a bipropellant liquid engine were
permitted, indtperient identification of oxidizer and fuel flow rates Lould
be simplified somewhat. Such seeding need not 5e deleterious to rocket engine
performance aswuming small amounts (< 1%) vere employed and the seeding in-
gredients were in themelves active oxidizers and fuels.

A good exauMple of active seeding compounds are lithium nitrate and
trimethylborate. Trimethylborate (trimethoxyborine) B(OCH3 ) 3 is a colorless
liquid, commercially available, a.p.-29%C, b.p. 68.7%C and miscible with all
propellant fuels. 1he characteristic green emission bands of boron occur at
4715, 4930, 4950 and 51801. Lithium nitrate (Li.O4) is soluble in many
organic and inorganic liquids and notably in N204 . The sensitivity of flame
emission of lithium is about 1000 times that of boron, so that a much lower
concaetration of tracer in the oxidizer will be sufficient The character-
istic red emission bands of lithium occur at 6104 and 670U.

The adinixture of t•r. tagging couvounds can alvays be kept at a constant
fraction of the taggSe substance; hence, the intensity of the total flame will
be related to the i-tensities of the characteristic treen or red emission o,
the tracers. Therefore, it seems rossible to discriminate between a change
in mixture ratio and an accom-¶snying change in flow rate of both propellents.

As a practical matter, the signais developed hy the tracers could be
handled as followr,

The radiation frrm the nlume before being detected by ahoto-
cells wou)d be filtered (Wratten Filter No. 29. dominant
transmitted voveleth At 6I36A and Wratten Ftirt: No 38A
dominant transwitted wave ength at 47T9X) to senarat* fuel
contributio, and oxidlwer contribution to the flia emission.
Sevarat !or could Also t" Lffected by a higth efficiency dic chrote

9p
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coating (Liberty Mirror Division, Libbey-Owens-Ford C141o Co.,
0.9.. Ng. 90-720) which has a reflection o0 122 at 51O0A and 1?
at 6OOA and a transmission of 832 at 5000A and of 82 at 67001.
This system is much vre stable thaw a xelatine' Wratten filter.

The voltage signals from the two photocells with "Ie seperated emission
responses would then be compared in a balanced circuit and the unbalanced
signal would indicate the deviation of the mixture -atio from the normal
balance.

00
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SECTION 6

EXIT PLANE W TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS

M4onitoring of rocket exhausts can be of great value in detecting engine
partial failures on malfunctions such as valve inaccuracies, combustion in-
stability, combustion chamber erosion (oxidation), etc. Changes in mixture
ratio occasioned by such failures, which are not necescarily, although =mst
probably accompanied by changes in flow rate (0), can be detected by spectro-
scopic means. This technique, however, requires complete knowledge of how
O/F ratio effects the combustion chamber temperature, which in turn affects
the exhaust temperature. The latter in turn affects the radiation intensity
and possibly the type of radiation that will be emitted from the plume. The
following paragraphs of this report e.-olore the interdependency of these
variables, and prosent a method for determining exit plane pas temperature.

A. TE'1PERATURE VS MIXTURE RATIO

The effects and sensitivity of changes in O/F to changes in nozzle exit
exhaust temperature have been analyzed (in order to be able to determine the
relationship between O/? and 1) for three propellant combinations and a rocket
engine nozzle with an expansion ratio of forty to one (c-40). These results
are presented in Figures 43-45, from which it can be seen that the exhaust
gas temperature increases with O/F ratio until the stoichiometric O/F ratio
is reached. Upon further increase in O/F ratio the exhaust gas temperature
decreases. From examination of the apnlic.ble radiation equations, the
effects of changes in O/F ratio upon the radiation intensity emitted from the
rocket exhaust can be attributed to the effects of changes in exhaust temp-
erature and number density. These functienal relationships between the
nozzle exit plane temperature and number density on radiation intensity are
given in the following paragraphs of this section.

B. FLOJ RATE VS RADIATION INTENSITY

The effect of changes in flow rate on the radiation intensity (which will
ultimately be monitored) is in essence a different problem than detecting
changes in O/P ratio (which may ramain unchanged during either a simultaneous
increase or decrease in both wo and Vf). That is changes in O/P ratio are
predominantly radiation temperature effects on intensity, whereas changes in
flow rate primarily produce a number density effect. This can be illustrated
as follove.

The mass flow of rocket propellant into the rocket engine combustion
chamber must equal the mass flow of the exhaust gases out of the rocket
nozzle exit station. That is, the law of conservation of mass must apply,
and the equation of continuity is applicable for analysis of the desired
effects. This equation can be written for the flow at the nozzle exit
station as follows:

ion
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where: oe - exit density
A* a exit area

us exit velocity

and

6 - 4+ 4-f (6.2)

For a given~ rocket engine and mozzle geometry A. is fiuedg and, therefore,
a change In ipis reflected by corresponding changes irn o and Us.

Thus, it is certainlF obvious that the mass flow rate 6 is directly
proportional to the nozzle exit mass density. In turn mass density p is
proportional to the total number density (.4) oý the exhaust by a factor of
Avogadro's number %NA) and the average molecular weight of the exhaust gases

(Mi.e.;

N - NA 14(6.3)

Since we do not have a blackbody situation (the rocket exhaust is not a
blackbody radiator), one must consider the individual specie number densities
of all, of the exhaust ran c~onstituents, as these constituents all radiate at
different wavelengths with different intensities. These specie number den-
sities N1 can t-e determined as follows:

Ni oN A/MiR (6.4)

where o can ýi determined from the equation of state?

0 P T11 ,( T) (6.5)

In the five equations above, R is the -universal gas constant, Te is the
equilibrium exhaust gas temperature, Mi is the specie molecular weight, and
?Iin the partial pressure of specie 1. The latter is determined from

Dalton's Law ot partial pressures from the known species mole fractions.
Therefore, it has been shown that changes in the flow rate 4, are propor-
tional to changes in number density of the emitting exhaust gas constituents,
which are in turn proportional to changes in radiant intensity emitted from
the exhaust gas.

Having determined the effect of 0/F ratio and 4 changes on exhaust gas
temperature and constituent number densities, one can then determine the
overall effect of 0/F and 4 on radiant intensity based upon calculations such
as those presented previously. Having done this, one Is in a position to
determine changes in 0/F ratio by measuring or monitoring the radiation
intensities of different (the most sensitive) eniltting species, perhaps using
the insensitive species as a reference.

I f14
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C. MIXTURE RATIO VS FLOW RATE

The relationship between 0/F ratio and flov rate for a rocket engine
operating under constant combustion chamber and nozzle exit pressure con-
ditions has been examined, This vas done to demonstrate how simultaneous
changes in O/F ratio and flow rate might produce constant pressure conditions
in the chamber and exit station which might go undetected by pressure trans-
ducers and other types of pressure instrumentation. This phenomena could
occur when O/F ratio goes off stoichiometric (such as at, increase in Ox)
thereby causing a decrease in combustion chamber temperature. However, since
the flow rate has increased, the chamber pressure may remain constant as can
be seen from the following equation:

T c1/2
Pr a C*I(gA (6.6)

c t

for a given engine nozzle with throat area A .

The propellant combination chosen to demonstrate this effect was
N204/UDMH. The nozzle exit pressure Pe for these calculations was 2 pqia.
The O/F ratios considered were 2.5, 2.8 and 3.1. The chamber pressures con-
sidered were 10, 20 and 40 psia. The nozzle exit conditions produced by
different O/F ratios (for a constant combustion chamber pressure) were cal-
culated using 4n existing thermochemical compt'ter P.rogram which yields s
output data the values of T e, Me, Ae/At and Ue. The flow rate corresponding
to these engine operating parameters was calculated as follows:

a , a *oA U
p e eee

where:
P PRO e me,. e ee e e (6.R)
RT R T

e e

or PMUA
0=e e ,e e, 69W ae (6.9)

P ,RT
e

For any given throat area A t
ot

S.76 -y-j (A /A•) (6.10)
A C

where Pe is an atm k in lb/lb molej Ue in ft/sec, R 1545 ft lbf/lbm-*K, Te
is in "K al 4/•tts in Ibm/sec-fte.

Since the quantities on the right-hand side of equation (6.10) are &ll
output Maantlties of the available computer program, the values for Ip/At
were calculaced as a function of 0/F ratio for constant PC. (These flow
rates could also have been calc-lated from the cotjostion chamber conditions

ins
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using the equation:

*/A t a I P (R/T )I(.

The results of this calculation arm givean in Figures 46-48 for chamber
pressures of 10, 20 and 40 psia. It can be seen from these figures that
the relationship between O/F ratio and * for a given rocket engine nozzle
configuration and a given chamber pressure, is a linear one. Also, it is
shown that the sensitivity of changes in 0/7 ratio to changes in flew rate,
decreases as the ch?:qr pressure is increased.

Thus it has been shown that it may be necessary to monitor conditions
at the exhaust rather than in the combustion to determine changes in 0/P
ratio.

D. GAS TWIERATURE -EASUR24ENT

One method suggested for tht attainment of rocket engine gas te ietature
is based on the ratio of two emission band intensities in the exhaust gases.
This method is, therefore, independent of engine oize, chamber preusure, area
ratio, etc. Tempeeature information is cotained by means of the following
expression;

Li a PIv1 4 (ErEi)/kT (6.12)

12 P 2 V2*

where:

11 and 12 are the intensities of transition 1 and 2, respectively.

PI and P2 are the respective trans4tion probabilities (including the
statistical weight factors).

vj and v 2 are the vave numbers.

E1 and 12 are the transition energies.

k is Boltzmann's constant.

T is the absolute tewperature.

Relative intensity data for certain lines, e.g.: OH, CHO, W, CI, ete
emission will be determined by the unnitorinS optical sisteal transition
probabilities are known from wave mechanics tables of statistical weights,
etc and vave numbers and transition energies are known to high accuracy
fror laboratory experiments over the last 50 years.

10f6
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SECTION 7

MALFUNCTION MONITORINC

The previous sections on mixture ratio monitoring and exhaust gas temp-
erature effects covered the various kinds of radiation changes which will
occur due to upstream malfunctions in the propellant supply and feed systems.
This section will, therefore, be confined to those malfunctions which can
occur in the combustion chamber and exhaust nozzle; namely, combustion in-
stability tnd chamber burnout.

A. COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

A considerable amount of open literature existq on the subject of rocket
engine combustion instability (see for example Reference 12). In general,
however, it :an be said that instabilitv is influenced by rocket engine chamber
Pressure, injector pressure dro- engine characteristic letngth, operating
,ixture ratio and length of propellant lines. Past studie!: have shown th,
two basic tvpeq of instability can occur: one at relatively hig.h f
(screeching) and one at relatively low frequencies (chuC.ing). The former
type is generallv associatCd with large engines 13 and is nrimarily a function
of engine feometry. it is characterized by the failure of exhaust temperature
to follow fluctuations in combustion temperature. The latter type is more
general in nature and is largely dependent unon the parameters nreviouslv
ncted. Our concern, therefore, will be with the chugging type of instability.

Assuming that the chemical processes in stable and chupging rocket flames
are the same, the intensity of the electromagnetic radiators from such flamen
must be dependent upon flame pressure and terneriture. Hence, any fluctuation
in either the combustion or exhaust gas p-essure And temerature should in-
fluence the corresponding radiation intensity. (Pnst theoretical and empiri-
cal studies sunport the relationship of termnerature fluctuations in the
chamber to correspondin, fluctuations in the exhaust for cgginp, inotnstabilitv14).
Fluctuations, however, can be caused by three generalized factors, viz:
oscillations in the gas dynamic flow, turbulence in the expanding gases and
afterburning of fuel-rich rocket exhaust nroducts with ambient air. Both
turbulence nnd afterburnine are difficult nhenomena to characterize, and the
absence of literature on these subtects, especially with regard to radiation
intensity variations, makes their analvsis difficult. It is, therefore,
preparable to study the influence of chuRping oscillations in Hoiuid propel-
lant rockets arising from gas dynamic flow fluctuations only.

In order to r .mina-e considerations of turbulence and afterburning from
model rocket engine studies, two conditions must be met, viz: tests must be
conducted in a vacuum environment and nozzle size should be smill enough to
insure laminar flow. Turbulent flow in a rocket exhaust is characterized by
mean particle velocities upon which is Inmvoed a random fluctuating velocitv.
This latter componert can be minimized by the attainment of nozzle design
conditions which will insure a Reynolds number consistent with a laminar flow
regime (Re < 20o0))5. Figure 49 presents the relationship of rocket engine
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flvw rate and chamber preisure to RlvrnoldG w•mbe*' fcr small Gvst*t2. It can
be seen tnat the enli -es previously orvrended for testin% (k ' P.1 (. s/sec
and PC < 100 psta) will provide flows wic i., the inminar region. Testing at
rimulated high altitudes (vacuum), of course, insures the absence of after-
burnina, but in adjition Plso serves n- preserve the laminar flow pattern
setup in the rocket nozle.

Some experimental stucies have beeTI conducted with combustion devices
to investigate the general area of radiation fluctuations as a function of
chamber pressure variation. Of the more pertinent empirical work in this
area, the most ex~ensive is that reported by R. A. Coundrv et a116. During
the course of this program, experimental studtie were conducted with a "tunnel"
burner, sfrerical combustion vessel and small scale rocket motor. The former
device is essentially a pulsed combustor which acts acoustical very r'uch like
ai crzan nive. It was selected for test beraise of its sirple constructior•,
2daptabilitv to alteration of fundamental vibration frequencies, inherently
high combustion rates and hig.! attainable acoustic noise levels. Thýe com-
bustion vessel whicn consists of an easiv vented gas reaction sphere was
qelected to 21irminate the variables of rocket engine design that could influ-
ence the I.stabilitv mode.

The tunnel burner erployed for these tt:sts was 25 ,'m 11) by 1.9 umm wall
thickness, and the length relative to the gas entrance point was variable to
permit alteration of resonance frequency. Combustion was attained by the
ignition of air with ethylene or acetylene. Ultraviolet and visible radiation
emissions were mcnitored by unfiltered photomultinliers of RCA Types 1P?l a•-d
1P28 through slits which limited the detector field of view. The PM tube
signal was fed to an AC voltmeter which indic-ited average power of the
radiation modulation and to a Tektrunix scope which provided signal level,
percent modulation and wave form. Infrared radiation 4as monitored by a "bS
detector in a similar manner. All tests were conducted under sea level
standard temperature-nressure conditionq (SLSTP).

Results showed that the UV, visible and IR signals were essentially the
same indicating a DC component with as firuch as 5 percent AC modulation.
The wave form picture presented a repular series of pulses equivalent to the
resonant operating frefuency of the tube. Scans taken downstream of the
nozzle in the MV showed maximum intensitv at a point approximatelv 2-1/2
inches from the tube exit plane with some afterburning emission starting 10
Inche. downstream. The latter emission was, as expected, strongly dependent
on mixture ratio. The intenstv measured in the L'V for afterburning was

mnout one order of magnitude less than that obtained near the exit which
result is in line with the lower energy qfate of this reaction. Comnarable
infrared measurements may have shown a hipher relative intensity level.

The pressure vessel consisted of a heavy walled four liter sphere with
a fast acting valve. A combustible mixture of oxygen and ethylene was
!ntroduced into the vessel, isolated, sparked and expanded through a nozzle.
All tests were again conducted at SLSTP conditions. Supersonic flow was
attained in the jet as evidenced by a shock zone I to 2 cm downstream of the
nozzle cxit plane. Afterburning on the average was visible commencinp 15 cm
downstream and for a total distance of 10 cm although the incidence of



afterburning vas dependent on the let temperature. A pressure transducer was
used to measure vessel pressure and emission of the flame in the UV. Visible
ar• IR was observed by a 1P28 PM tube and a PbS detector both of whic, .ere
nermirted to view the entire flame over their full range of sensitivitv.
Acoustic measurements were made with A coadensor microphone. A dual beam
scope equipned with a 35 mm camera was enmploved to record radiation and
acous'lc signals.

Pesults indicated marked dependency of radiation intansit', on after-
burning and no correlation between vessel pressure and radiation sigital
Tcndulation. The modulation frequency of the UV radiation with afterburning
was found to be about 700 cpR; without afterburtnig a higher frequenct"
component (about 20,00 cps) was noted. No conclusions were drawi from this
work.

The rockct motor tests were conducted with an air/ethylene xvstem of
approxirmately 3 lbs thrust exhausting into air at SLSTP conditions. Measure-
trents were again made in the UV, visIble and IR spectral regions in conluncticn
with chamber nresaure and acoustic pressure fluctuation measurements. The
data was stored on magnetic tape, transferred to oscillographic recirdin-s
and also fed to a power spectrum analyzer.

The results of these tests were generally inconsistent especially con-
cerning plume radiation. I", detectors viewing the interior of the combustion
chamber through an optical window were able to follow Fc, Tc fluccuations
without difficulty. However, in the exit plane the IR and UV cesults were
not comparable and only the IR showed intermittent correlation with the
chamber pressure fluctuations. In general the IR fluctuations were more
raoid • the exit plane than for the plumne tn its ertiretv. Regarding toe
*V however, it should be noted that different PM tubes viewing the same
eve-t did provide signals of similar characteristics thereby increasing the
reliability of that portion of the spectral data.

In retrospect it can be said that given the well tested premise that
TC follows Tc in chuggivr! cumbustion, the radiation pattern in the exhaust
Jet must :eflect this wdulation unless acted upon by other forces which tend
to Jampei or diminish this correspondence. Such factors were of course
present in the previously discussed tests, and seem, without exception, to
be chargable with the failhre of these tests to produce the desired corres-
pondence. This is not to say, however, that afterburnlng and turbulence
were unequivocally that cause, but nothing in the results can dispute this
premise. It therefore follows that tests under space conditions should
pcovide more mnaninrful results.

The best type of rocket engine one could employ to study the phenomena
of chugging combustion is a gas/gas system which operates within m fairly
narrow combustible zone. It is known from past work on engines of this tvoe

at th13 corporation, that operation on the fringe of the combustible zone
will give rise to chueinR instability, and that this tvne of chugtine is
controllable n' y-e degree as repards frequency by vernier adjustme~nt of
the mitr,,re -:-io. The opLiimim propeiiant svatem has been found to be an
air/hydrocarbon gas (fer example: propane). By Injecting the air longi-
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t'vinallv into the chamber and the fuel tarpentiallv, Rood mixinR is Assured;
an.i Itn addition, the fuel ser';es to provide a cooling thermal layer between
the combustion core and the chamber inner wall as shown in rigure 50. Ho.nce,
the combustion chamber can be constructed of a relatively soft metal such as
6061 aluminum. Ignition would be effected by a snhrk plug.

B. CILANBER BURNOUT

The erosive burning of metal parts of the combustion chamber or nozzle
will Introduce new molecular species Into the exhaust plume. T',ese species
will consist Primarily of the oxides of various metals all of which generally
radiate strongly in the visible region of the spectrum when acting as discrete
emitters rather than at those regions of interest for mixture ratio monitoring.
Typical band spectra wavelengths for discretely emitting metallic oxides of
chamber and nozzle structural materials are shown in Table 18. Band emission
spectra can be expected to arise in combustion flames when the concentration
ul such impurities is very low, and should, therefore, serve to indicate the
in.tial incidence of failure. AR the burnout Progresses however, the flame
will tend to t~-< on an Incdndescent character causing it to act like a black-
hody.

Ltn the latter care the radiation that can be expected from a luminous
flame depend,; upon several factors regarding the nature of the incandescent
particles husnendel tV-!rain, includinp: their concentration, unit size,
radiativ, ntroperties and ahaer-t,,e e .T i 4,r ision characteristics
of the luminous tianes cart oe .Josely determined from the nrocedure outlined
in Reference 17, but it is anticinated that malfunction based or blackbody
consideratioas will n-1, b.• useful In preventing extensive upstream damage.
If the flame ha4 already ta:ken on a lumtnous chatracter, it can be assumed
that burnout has nrogressed to destructive nrcnortions. Hence, detection
should be based upon tVie ability to identiyv the discretely emitting oxide
bands.

The oxide bands of intcrest in this study could exist at relatively low
levels even duiARg normal engine operation since a certain amount of erosive
burning may always occur in particular rocket engine configurations. This
's probably more noticeable ii. a radiation cooled engine than in a regener-
atively cooled eneins, and, of course, is certainly true in an ablative
e:gine. In fact tLe rblative type may have to be monitored by total emission
c-insiderationa rather than thie discrete banded emission characteristics.

In either of the aorve cases a minimum level of emission indicative of
atlowable erosion can be establisned ermirically and applied practically
thro,',gh th- use of nird nmum band-vass-minimum intensitv filters. Such
saje,rtive filters can be chosen to isolate narticulnr high intensity bands
craract-riastic of certain metallic oxides dependtng upon the construction
material used. Where the nozzle and chamber are of different materials,
sequential filterin. will distinguish nozzle erosion from hamber erosion.
Thi- radiation changes during the ini-iation of a destructive erosion of the
chamber or nozzle should be sufficientlv large compared to normal operation
,:hat gross nuarL'tative tressurcmert tUll te nI re than adequate to distinguish
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the abnrormal cir,nd!:!"n. The cumulative, nor-ial, unlocalized rn•elon ower an

extended time could also concei%,ablv he measured %v integratinq the inten-

s1tv-trime relationship. Sophisticated electronic systems for this purpmse
have been developed for inertial guidance of missiles and %ubmarines in

which the integrati n of acceleration-time is monitored wit'. extreme accuracy.

There would appear to be no advantage in the use of signal coatings

However, where coatings are apDlied to the chamber for thermal protection,

the appear. nce of base metal oxideq in the exhaust flame *..vuld be an indi-
cation of a more severe condition than metal erosion in the uncoated
situation. These effects would be very denendent on the !-.inds of coatings,

their thickness, the amount of normal microcracking, etc, and would have to
be evaluated for each specific case. A snectroradioneter svstem des, ned by
Block Associates appears to be very suitable for the purpose of monitoring,
malfunctions. In this unit folir filters and a calibration qource are

seauentiallv inserted in front of the detector with a 0.9 second cycle. The
design, intended for space operation in the original concent, is lighcweight

and compact, shock and vibration resistant.

The same qvstem that monitors chamber and nozzle erosion could alio

identify propellant contamination Aue to sterage corrosion. If the tankage

is of a sufticipntly different material from, that of the chamber and nozzle,

one of the four filters could be used to isolate the characteristic

radiation of this item. If the mnaterials are es.entialIv the s.,e, propel-
lant contamination should still be distinguishable since it will be a

Rradual cumulative phenomena compared to the r-ire sudden occurrence of

chamber and nozzle erosion. Apain these effect s must of course be considered
relative to the normal eperating conaitiznq rInce there may alwavs be iome

contribution to the radiation from pronellant impuritle%.
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SECTION 8

FLIClT SYSTEM ANALYSIS

To achieve minimum weight and size as veil am high reliability, a flight
version performance monitoring system should not require a scanning spectro-
photometer. Instead a simple light collimating system viewing a preselected
region of the rocket plume vould transmit the collected radiation by means
of suitable lenses and mirrors to photodetectors whose wavelengths sensiti-
vities (as determined by the nature of the photosensitive surface and inter-
posed filters) would be restricted to the specific spectral regions of
interest.

As discussed elsewhere in this report, the emission of various bands
and/or the ratio of the intensities of various emission bands are smooth
single valued functions of mixture ratio, the particular bands of interest
being determined by the propellant system. The use of intensity ratios has
two distinct. advantages: first, the sensitivity can be magnified since one
of the two selected wavelengths may increase while the other decreases with
changinR mixture ratio; secondly, overall changes in absolute intensity o0
instrumental sensitivitv which may effert all wavelengths will be substan-
tially cancelled.

Another method havinR somewhat similar advantages 1s the reasurement of
the energy difference between two selected radiation bands. This method is
particularly attractive since direct measuring differential phototubes such
as the No. 5652 have been developed 10 . This type of phototube differs from
conventional types in that it has two photosensitive plates within a single
envelope as illustrated in Figure 51. Both plates emit electrons whe. irradi-
ated but either plate may act as anode or cathode depending on the relative
energy incident on the plates.

When an illumination ditferencial exists between the plates of a .iffer-
ential phototube, the emitted electrons create differing space charge
densities which cause DC current to flow between the two plates when they
are connected by a bias resistor. The polarity atid magnitude of this current
is a function of the radiant esergy differential. A phototube of this type
can, therefore, serve the purpose of two conventional phototubes with the
added advantage of requiring only a single load resistor. This will increase
the reliability of the system byreducing the number of components,
particularly the high-value load resistors which may be sublect to changing
characteristics on aging.

The use of selective filtering with a differential phototube is illus-
trated in Figure 52. The choice of the two filters gives q combined spectral
response characteristic in two separate wavelength regions. In using such
characteristics for mixture ratio monitoring, the output voltage across the
load resistance would be nulled out in the recording instrument so that a
zero voltage is seen for the design operating conditions, and readings of
plus or minus voltage would measure the off-design excursion. This type of
readout would be particularly suited to automatic control of the mixture
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ratio with servo-drivevi flow controllers.

Uany varieties of readout inAtrumentp have Seen d*veloped for "tssile
and space apnltcstions. A particularlv attract've electrometer has besn
developed recently by the Aknlied Physics Laboratory under a NASA contract
This Instrument was redesigmed fior A icboratorv tvre unit as an off-the-shelf
low current meastring device for generai p-.rvose use in satellite exnerivwnts.
The instrument weighs 2.4 -c-'inds, 'as a volue of 36 cubic inches and requires
one watt of pr-,wer. Its detpction qensitivi',v of 1 amp areres with1 an accuracy
of t 1% il adequate for measuring the anticipated outnut of phototubea
measurinrg rocket plume emissions, A r,,rticular demign feature Is temperature
compensation anc! stability over lonr duration satellite miissionx.

The Present extensive Interest In solfd state rmaterials, lasers, masers,
photoconductance and radtation -asurerwnts has -trovided an almost unlimited
variety of photosensitive 1,.Ce,. 'is, p, )totuhes, crystalline optics and
filters covering a wide _2ecrromarietlc spectrum. All these devices are
relatively small zad ligh'Lweipht. 'Lven the more compley detectors renuiring
cooling for increased s`gnal-to-rnoP.e e•ficiencv might be considered in
those situation-. where .ryo!ýeaic .:ronellants are on board the vehicle or
the detector could be em-rsed In space-cold temperatures.
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SECTTON 9

CwCLwSIzCS ARY RECOlO'ATfONS

As a result of this study conducted to detemine the feasibility of de-
tecting emission Spectra in the exhaust strem of a rocket engina as a
measure of various propulsion system characte.zi aties, the follwiwt conclts-
ions can be stated:

A. It appears feasible to detect small changes in mixture ratio and
propellents flow rate by changes ta plume emission and to detect the
onset of combustion chamber malfunction (burnout or instability).

B. The propellants selected for theoretical analysis w.-ere L0 2/LH 2 .
L02/RP-1 and N2 04/UDMN as being most representative of current and
near-future liquid propellant flight systems.

C. Representative plume intensity calculations shoved that the species
of interest could be readily detected by avail&ble laboratory instru-
ments (UV, visible and IR).

D, A rocket engine of flow rate 0.1 gm/sec and chamLer pressure
50-100 pas was found to be com nat'b2& vich both the available vacuum
test facility, and current instrumentation capa!ilities.

E. The species showing the greatest variation intensity as a function
of mixture ratio were CH, CHO and CN; NO and OH were also of interest
because of their positive slope zharacteristics as opposed to the
preceding.

F. In exmining the probiem of total flow rate changes, it vas
determined that intensity is a direct linear function of flov rate
(for constant O/F) wh'•e u•.yr.urc iatio is generally nonlinear.
These effects can, therefore, be senaratd. V:ence, mixture ratio
and flow rate can be measured by this technique.

G. %ombustion instabili%.y mav be detected hy frequcncy monitoring
of fluctuations In exhaust gas radiation intensity when observed
under conditions of simulated high altitude.

H. ft appears to be feasible to monitor incipient burnou" by
detecting the intensity of characteristic metal oxides in the
exhaust stream and to detect contaminqaton by monitorinR the
emisuirn of certain ipurities if known to exist to onme vexrec
in the ýropellants.

1. FVI1ht systems can probably be developed from eurrentlý
available components which will assure ligh•weithr ani small aise.
Complea 6usl-signal phototubes are now available for direct signal
comparison if this approach is found to be advisable.
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Based on the above conclusions, it t4 reconmended that:

1, An experimental progr3b be conducted with an engine of the give
noted above using N2 0•/UDMH propellants. These Propellants are
recommended since they are most renresentative of snace engines and
produce alL of the significant species occurring in the three propellant
systems studicd.

2. The species of major interest in the recommended test program
should be: OP., CH, CHO and CN (UV); C2 (visible) and H20, C0 2 (IR).
One or more of the above occur in each of the three propellant
combinations studied and their mole fractions var-, with mixture ratio
in a similar manner in all cases.

3. It is recommended that tests be conducted to determine experimentally
the variation of each of the above species with mixture ratio (at con-
stant flow) ane with total flow rate (at constant mixturt ratio).

4. Since a number of bands are recommended for study (3even), laboratory
instrumentation (spectrometers capable of scanning a large segnent of
the optical srectrum) should be employed rather than discrete measuring
devices, e.g.: filter phototubes.

5. It is 71commended that tests designed to study combustion instability,
incioient burnout and propellant impurities be conducted with a las/gas
engine of sinmpe construction to sirnlifv the conduct of such tests.

6. Based on the above test results, it is recommended that a
"breadboard" detector of discrete capabilitv be designed fox prototyvpe
future tests.
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